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1.0 Executive Summary 

Once a small stop-off on a toll road from Philadelphia to New York, the town of Hatboro has 

evolved into the pleasant, walkable community of today. Its traditional Main Street anchors the 

borough and is a focal point for residents. Industrial, retail, and office sector employers provide 

jobs in the borough, and quiet residential neighborhoods with a variety of housing types hold 

approximately 7,500 residents. 

Hatboro is located in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, in the Philadelphia metropolitan 

region. Hatboro is a stop on SEPTA’s Warminster commuter rail line, which takes passengers 

into Center City Philadelphia. The Pennsylvania Turnpike runs immediately south of the 

borough. 

Hatboro has a history of active community groups and volunteerism. Events such as the holiday 

parade, summer nights, and car show draw many people to town. Hatboro has a community 

theater company, Village Players. Store fronts in the York Road business district have a wide 

range of colors, materials, and styles. Distinctive streetscape elements make the borough 

recognizable and differentiate it from other shopping areas. Standardized black and red metal 

benches, trash, and recycling containers are found along York Road. Distinctive wayfinding 

signage is present throughout the business district and the borough. Uniform light posts 

throughout the business district have top hats that light up at night. Shorter, pedestrian scale 

light posts mimic the appearance of gas lamps. Continuous sidewalks are present throughout 

the business district and are mostly seven to eight feet in width. Sidewalks have two rows of 

inlaid decorative bricks adjacent to the curb; this decorative streetscaping element makes the 

York Road business district’s appearance unique. 

The people of Hatboro Borough understand the science behind climate change and embrace 

their responsibility to turn the tide for the sake of future generations. Additionally, data and 

guidance from both the federal and state levels of government support the development of this 

planning effort. “Rising global average temperature is associated with widespread changes in 

weather patterns. Scientific studies indicate that extreme weather events such as heat waves 

and large storms are likely to become more frequent or more intense with human-induced 

climate change.” EPA - Climate Change Indicators: Weather and Climate The Pennsylvania 

Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) indicates that municipalities should expect 

climate change impacts related to energy demand. PADEP - Climate Change Impacts In October 

of 2019, Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf took executive action integrating climate change, 

greenhouse gas emissions, and energy planning. “Climate change is the most critical 

environmental threat confronting the world, and power generation is one of the biggest 

contributors to greenhouse gas emissions.” – Governor Tom Wolf Executive Order (2019) Gov. 

Wolf Planning for the future of renewable energy in Hatboro with a data driven approach can 

begin to meet the challenges posed by climate change and extreme weather events on 

Hatboro’s energy sources and consumption. Both Hatboro’s RESOLUTION NO. 2020-51 Ready 
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for 100% Renewable Energy Resolution (Appendix A) as well as the development of this 

Hatboro Borough Strategic Plan: Transition to 100% Renewable Energy from 2021 to 2050 are 

consistent with current guidance at both the state and federal levels. The borough is already 

making changes in this direction with Electric Vehicle Chargers, LED Streetlights, and 

Stormwater Management. Hatboro continues to be a local leader in the field of sustainability, in 

large part due to the volunteer efforts of our Environmental Advisory Council. 

2.0 Background 
The Brundtland Commission, an international coalition that examined the interaction of 

development and the natural environment, defined sustainable development as “development 

that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs.” (1987). This plan looks at the existing conditions and energy needs 

Hatboro’s people, built environment, and natural environment, and how those will be sustained 

and improved in the future. How we use energy in our houses, places of work, and in our cars 

has impacts on the environment around us and the planet we live on. The Delaware Valley 

Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) regularly compiles regional data on energy use and 

greenhouse gas emissions and allocates that data down to the municipal level. This data 

includes energy consumption, pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions attributable to Hatboro. 

The amount of energy from electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, diesel, and gasoline can be 

attributed to different sectors that use it. 

 

Buildings and private vehicle transportation use the largest amounts of energy in Hatboro. 

DVRPC has identified asthma and air quality as a health concern for the region in general and as 

the highest health concern for Eastern Montgomery County of the four factors they evaluated. 

Asthma rates are directly linked to indoor and outdoor air quality, traffic congestion, and the 

burning of fossil fuels. Less idling of cars, more trees, and increasing diversion from cars to 
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other modes of transportation would improve air quality and reduce emissions. Buildings use 

energy for heating, cooling, lighting, and water consumption. One way to reduce the energy 

used for these processes is to implement green building practices when designing and 

constructing a new building. One set of standards available are those outlined by the US Green 

Building Council for LEED certification. LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is 

a set of criteria that can be applied to any building type, from residential house to major 

corporate office or hospital, which focuses on reduction and efficiency of energy and water use 

within the building. LEED practices or similar standards can be implemented without formally 

certifying a building. 

Alternative forms of energy such as solar and wind power are becoming more common locally 

as individuals install private systems to provide energy for individual buildings. In small 

municipalities like Hatboro, the location and size of solar panels or wind turbines might be 

inefficient in output or become nuisances to neighbors. The borough would benefit from 

adopting ordinances to regulate renewable energy technologies and provide best practices for 

property owners who wish to install these systems. 

All of the energy used costs money and emits greenhouse gases. The next graphic shows the 

dollars spent on energy in each sector by municipality. In Hatboro, the most money is spent on 

energy used in residential buildings, followed by energy use for vehicle transportation (fuel 

purchases). In total, more than 15 billion dollars is spent on energy use in Hatboro. The 

greenhouse gas emissions resulting from energy use are contributing to climate change. These 

emissions also contribute to our air quality. The greenhouse gas emissions chart shows the 

percentage of emissions from each sector in each borough.14 In Hatboro, emissions from 

residential, commercial & industrial, and motor vehicle transportation each contribute about a 

third of the total emissions from the municipality. All three of these sectors are important 

arenas in which to try to reduce emissions. (Note that “non-energy GHG” is emissions from 

solid waste management, wastewater treatment, agricultural and industrial processes, and land 

use changes and forestry management.) A local Environmental Advisory Board can help to 

educate the public and advise borough leadership on issues of sustainability and reducing 
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greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

 

The municipal government can be a leader in greenhouse gas reductions, setting an example 

for the community in sustainable practices. Reducing emissions is a combination of using less 

energy and choosing cleaner sources for the remaining energy use. Any sustainability measures 

should be shared with the public so that residents and property owners can see the efforts the 

borough is making to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. To promote individual 

actions, Hatboro can publicize tools such as online carbon calculators for individuals to assess 

their own emissions. Several strategies can be used to reduce energy use, including retrofitting 

old buildings to be more efficient (sealing windows, improving insulation, etc.), upgrading to 

more energy efficient appliances and lightbulbs, and changing behavior to use less energy 

(turning off lights, adjusting thermostats, driving less). Reductions in energy use also typically 

reduce costs, saving money for the borough. Using cleaner or renewable energy includes such 

practices as generating wind or solar on site, purchasing electricity that has been generated 

using wind and solar, and upgrading to cleaner fuel sources for vehicles. There is a local 

Montgomery County chapter of the Sierra Club’s “Ready for 100” Campaign. Joining with other 

municipalities in committing to clean and renewable energy sources for municipal operations 

can help with cost sharing and with ideas and support. 
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Resiliency is the ability to thrive in a changing environment, in particular resiliency is often used 

to refer to the ways in which a community will withstand climate change. In the Greater 

Philadelphia Region, climate change is causing increases in storm frequency and intensity and 

average temperatures are rising. Annual average temperature is predicted to rise anywhere 

between three and eight degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the century (2099), depending on 

how much humans are able to reduce the concentration of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere. The number of days over 95 degrees Fahrenheit could go from fewer than ten to 

more than 50 under the more pessimistic scenario, where serious action on climate change is 

not undertaken. Total annual precipitation is predicted to increase by about six inches by the 

end of the century, but extreme precipitation events are also predicted to increase, especially 

in winter. More heavy rain and snow events and more extreme heat days will have a myriad of 

effects on the built environment, the natural environment, and the health and welfare of the 

people. Impacts on stormwater systems, municipal services such as snow clearing and refuse 

collection, transportation infrastructure, emergency services, and public health can be 

expected. Hatboro can proactively adapt to future climate change by planning with that in 

mind.  

Resiliency will require infrastructure in good working order and strong community support in 

the case of severe weather events. Emergency services will need to be locally available, highly 

trained, well-staffed, and have appropriate supplies and materials. In addition, anything that 

helps mitigate the impacts of severe weather is part of becoming more resilient. Actions such as 

planting trees, improving stormwater management, and maintaining public spaces that can 

support those struggling in heat without air conditioning will help the borough be more resilient 

to the effects of climate change. 
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3.0 Introduction 

 

In Fall of 2020 Borough Council committed to Resolution No. 2020-51 Ready for 100% Renewable 

Energy Resolution (Appendix A) and begin to formulate an Energy Transition Plan to outline and 

achieve the transition to 100% Renewable Energy from 2021 to 2050.  This Energy Transition Plan 

(ETP) addresses the challenges and opportunities of the coming decades related to public and 

private investment, jobs creation, public health concerns, energy reliability and independence, 

and climate disruption as it applies to our current energy consumption patterns. The ETP 

recommends changes that will support Hatboro and its residents, businesses and other 

community stakeholders in recognizing the breadth of these challenges and then pursuing the 

steps outlined to enhance the economic, social and environmental foundations of the 

community, and by extension the region, state, nation and the world. 

 

This ETP proposes a blueprint to direct our efforts to bring about a more robust, stable and 

equitable society while planning for the transition to an energy economy that is no longer driven 

by and tied to carbon-based, extracted fuels. There are many reasons to do this; it will foster 

public-private investment partnerships; it will create investments in local infrastructure that will 

improve sustainability and create jobs; it will reduce pollution and the associated health issues 

and costs; and it will facilitate the decentralization of energy production, helping to stabilize 

supply and decoupling from energy dependence. 

 

The conversion to clean, renewable energy will provide direct and indirect benefits to Hatboro. 

Early steps include energy efficiency measures to be assessed and implemented where the return 

on investment is within an acceptable range. Typically these measures meet the established 

criteria and will provide net savings within a few years, savings that can then be rolled back into 

further efficiency investments as well as renewable energy installations. Based on U.S. 

Department of Energy findings, energy usage can be reduced by 30% through conservation and 

energy efficiency measure alone1.  According to the American Council for an Energy-Efficient 

Economy (ACEEE), energy efficiency can achieve a 49% reduction in energy usage2.  Additionally, 

the transition to clean, renewable energy will save U.S. citizens hundreds of billions of dollars 

annually in reduced cost of air pollution3, which will translate to billions of dollars annually and 

improve the health of residents in southeastern Pennsylvania. 

 

 
1 Reducing Energy Use in Existing Homes by 30%: Learning from Home Performance with ENERGY STAR, Christine 

Liaukus, Building America Research Alliance, December 2014, https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62328.pdf. 
2 American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy; Halfway There: Energy Efficiency Can Cut Energy Use and 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Half by 2050; September 2019; https://aceee.org/research-report/u1907. 
3 How much does air pollution cost the U.S.?, Center for Air Quality, Climate, and Energy Solutions (CACES) 

at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), 2016, https://earth.stanford.edu/news/how-much-does-air-pollution-cost-
us#gs.2xjx59. 
 

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/62328.pdf
https://aceee.org/research-report/u1907
https://earth.stanford.edu/news/how-much-does-air-pollution-cost-us#gs.2xjx59
https://earth.stanford.edu/news/how-much-does-air-pollution-cost-us#gs.2xjx59
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For those municipalities which have adopted a renewable energy commitment, such as the Ready 

for 100 resolution to reach 100% clean, renewable energy by 2035 for electricity and 2050 for 

heat and transportation, this plan meets the resolution objective of developing an energy 

transition plan for municipal operations and the community. 

 

This plan was created and overseen by a steering committee (see Section 4.0), which represents 

the municipal government and the stakeholders within Hatboro.  We welcome the participation 

of all in this transition. 

 

The following sections of this report present: 

● A statement of purpose (Section 4.0),  

● The personnel, organization, and outreach necessary to implement the plan (Section 5.0),  

● The list of actions the community can implement to transition to renewable energy in 

buildings (Section 6.0), transportation (Section 7.0), renewable electricity (Section 8.0), 

and management of waste (Section 9.0), and  

● A description of the actions that the municipality will undertake to start the process 

(Section 10.0). 

 

4.0 Statement of Purpose 

 

The following are the guiding principles and goals of this Energy Transition Plan, which provide 

an integrated approach for planning and actions: 

● Appropriate stewardship of energy resources, incorporating best practices in energy 

conservation and energy efficiency efforts, which are the most cost-effective ways of 

reducing energy consumption. They can significantly reduce energy use in buildings and 

transportation systems. These strategies comprise the early steps of this ETP and are 

central to its structure. 

● Redirection in capital investment: The stakeholders of Hatboro spend $150,000 annually 

on electricity, natural gas, propane, heating oil, gasoline and diesel fuel (see Appendix B 

the dollar amount for Hatboro).  This ETP recommends changes in our energy 

consumption patterns that will spur a smooth transition to clean renewable energy. 

● Emphasis on job generation: Renewable energy projects create good paying, stable, local 

jobs. The economic downturn of 2020 and 2021 requires that the creation of new, good 

paying jobs be foremost in our planning.  This ETP factors job creation into the actions 

recommended. 

● Public health: This ETP strives to maximize the health benefits provided by the transition 

from our fossil fuel based economy to a renewable energy economy. Elimination of air 

contaminants is one of the goals of this ETP. 

● Social fairness: This ETP considers the impacts of the energy transition on local 

economic and environmental conditions community-wide. Many people do not have the 
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financial stability or resources to qualify for loans needed to invest in home 

weatherization improvements and renewable energy installations. They will require 

support, which must be seen as maintaining the overall public good. Another group of 

citizens that will need fair and equitable treatment are those whose livelihoods are 

eliminated by the transition, such as workers in energy extraction and refining and 

related support industries. Job training and adequate community support programs 

must be developed to smooth the transition for these workers, some of whom are 

employed in the southeastern Pennsylvania region. 

● Climate stabilization: This ETP addresses the need to immediately reduce and ultimately 

eliminate human-generated greenhouse gases enabling Hatboro to do its part in the 

world-wide effort to reign in the continuing increase in average global temperature which 

have destabilized our climate. 

● Energy independence: This ETP endeavors to make the municipality and the larger 

community more self-reliant through energy efficiency and conservation and on-site 

renewable energy development, allowing for reductions of imported fuels. 

● Inclusion of all stakeholders: This ETP welcomes the participation of all stakeholders 

within the municipality and is designed to integrate their input as part of the development 

process.   

● Coordination with other governments: This ETP has been outlined in a manner that will 

enable multiple communities in conjunction with Hatboro, either individually or in groups 

at the county or regional levels, to develop aggregate planning strategies. 

5.0 Plan Implementation 
 

This section (1) provides information on energy usage and expenditures and emissions of 

greenhouse gases within the municipality and (2) discusses how the plan is to be implemented 

and by whom.  This plan has been prepared and will be implemented pursuant to the direction 

of Hatboro’s Resolution 2020-51 (Appendix A), which calls for the transition to renewable energy 

for all purposes by 2050. 

 

5.1 Establishment of a Municipal Team and Coalition for Energy Transition 

5.1.1 Steering Committee 

 

A Steering Committee consisting of the Hatboro Environmental Advisory Council (EAC) and 

Hatboro Council liaisons from the Parks and Environmental Concerns Committee have 

assembled to oversee the development of this plan.  The steering committee may assist in the 

plan’s subsequent implementation, outside of Hatboro Council actions.  The committee 

consisted of municipal officials and/or staff, interested volunteers and, where possible, 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.26in1rg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.z3u43jgf9hk4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.z3u43jgf9hk4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.z3u43jgf9hk4
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interested members of the stakeholder groups in the municipality (for example the EAC, 

Chamber of Commerce, Pennypack Ecological Trust) as applicable.   

 

The Steering Committee membership is presented in the following table: 

 

Person Represents Expertise/Perspective 

Elle Anzinger Hatboro EAC Liaison, Council Geology, Sustainability, PEC 
Committee 

Nicole Reichner Hatboro EAC Liaison, Council PEC Committee 

Jill Murray Hatboro EAC EAC President, Geology, 
Teaching  

Thomas Billotta Hatboro EAC EAC, Chemistry, Teaching 

Kyle Dermer Hatboro Public Works Sustainability, Implementation, 
Public works systems/services 

Tim Schultz Hatboro Chamber of Commerce Sustainability, Business 
Community 

James Gardener Hatboro Police Sustainability, Implementation, 
police services, Borough History, 
fleet transition 

Chris Mendel Pennypack Ecological Trust Green/Open Spaces, 
Conservation 

George Bollendorf Hatboro Council PEC Committee 

Diane Hegele Borough of Hatboro Borough of Hatboro, 
Implementation 

Bill Sabey Montgomery County RF 100 
Leadership  

Sustainability, Implementation, 
planning 

 

During plan preparation the Steering Committee met on a monthly.  During implementation of 

the plan, the committee meets monthly.  Membership in the committee can change depending 

on the need for expertise and members’ ability to serve.  The Steering Committee serves at the 

pleasure of the municipality; municipal officials sitting on the committee have reported updates 

during Council meetings on a periodic basis. 

 

5.1.2 Information Collection and Analysis 

 

Guidance regarding energy usage, costs of energy, and emissions of greenhouse gases within 

Hatboro is presented in Appendix B along with technical analysis of the strategies for making 

the transition to a renewable energy economy. 

 

5.1.3 Plan Development and Implementation 

 

This plan is a product of Hatboro and is this municipality’s blueprint to implement energy 

conservation and efficiency measures and transition its community to renewable energy in a 
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manner that will enhance community resilience, create jobs, reduce air pollution, protect public 

health, and do our part to control climate change. 

 

The steering committee’s charge is to: 

● Educate itself on the actions necessary to efficiently transition the municipality to 

renewable energy; 

● Engage the stakeholders identified in Section 5.0; 

● Propose actions needed for the transition to the Hatboro Council and PEC Committee; 

● Monitor the implementation of adopted actions; and,  

● Adopt new initiatives as the energy transition proceeds.  

 

5.2 Identification of and Engagement with Community Groups 

 

This section lists the stakeholders within the community, the ways in which they can be 

important participants in this plan, and the talents they bring to the transition to renewable 

energy.  Additionally, the steering committee identified those in the community that have their 

own clean energy targets, efficiency programs, renewable energy systems, renewable 

electricity power purchase agreements, and replacement policies which take a transition to 

clean energy into account.  Assisting community groups and businesses with creating and 

achieving energy targets is a large step moving forward with for the steering committee. 

5.2.1 Municipal Government 

 

Hatboro is committed to energy efficiency and the transition to renewable energy in three 

ways: 

● Leading by example: The municipality will implement energy efficiency measures and 

shift its energy sources to renewable energy as expeditiously as possible. 

● Support and guidance: The municipality will undertake changes to its planning, zoning 

code, road system, and other aspects of municipal governance that impact energy usage 

throughout the community. 

● Public education: The municipality will provide information and encouragement to all 

stakeholders in the community to use energy efficiently and transition to the use of 

renewable energy. 

● Reducing roadblocks: The municipality will consider implementing changes to reduce 

roadblocks for climate-positive investments and encourage adoption of energy 

transition programs and investments by residents, institutions and businesses. 

● Apply for grants: Municipal governments can seek grants from nonprofits or 

state/federal programs that subsidize some aspect of projects for energy transition. 

Municipalities are limited in the extent that they can address energy transition issues because 

many of the legislative and regulatory powers needed to address these issues reside in the 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.a42458ubfn69
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.a42458ubfn69
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.gil3z93rt9j9
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county, state, and federal governments.  Powers such as energy policy, vehicle efficiency 

standards, and building energy efficiency standards are beyond the jurisdiction of local 

government.  However, county, state, and federal officials pay careful attention to the policy 

positions taken by local officials because they represent, on the local level, a substantial 

number of the same voters that vote for county, state, and federal officials.  Expressions of 

policy demands and preferences by municipalities to other levels of government are an 

important part of the implementation of the transition to renewable energy. 

 

5.2.2 Public School District 

 

The following are the public schools located in Hatboro: 

 

Name Address Phone Number Contact Person 

Crooked Billet Elementary School 101 Meadowbrook Avenue 215-420-5300 Bill Stone 

 

The public schools in Pennsylvania are independent entities recognized by the Commonwealth.  

Each is administered under the authority of an elected school board which appoints the 

administrative official, sets policy, and approves the budget.  All initiatives and actions to 

transition to renewable energy must be approved by the Board. 

 

Energy transition opportunities directly applicable to the public schools are: 

● Energy efficiency improvements in heating, cooling, and hot water supply. 

● Energy conservation measures to minimize the electrical and fuel usage, especially when 

the school is closed or out of session. 

● Purchase of renewable electricity through power purchase agreements in coordination 

with other school districts and other large institutions. 

● Geothermal systems and rooftop solar arrays. 

● Gradual electrification of the school bus fleet as old buses are retired. 

● Inclusion of sustainable energy practices in school curricula and vocational education. 

● Inclusion of energy efficiency and renewable energy in new building construction. 

● Inclusion of carbon drawdown initiatives wherever possible, primarily in appropriate 

landscaping techniques. 

 

In addition, our schools provide a valuable function in educating and engaging their staff, 

students and their families to take a leadership role in promoting energy conservation and 

efficiency and the implementation of renewable energy systems. 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.hubc7z3rx9rw
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5.2.3 Large Properties and Institutions 

 

The following are the large properties and institutions located in Hatboro: 

 

Name Address Phone Number Contact Person 

Garner House 50 S. Penn St.  215-672-2222 James Greer 
(owner) 

Eleanor Court 133 Byberry Rd. 215-808-5690 Cindy Jackson 

Hatboro Lofts 237 Jacksonville Rd. 215-682-2000 Ashley Kilkoyne 

Hatboro Station Hatboro Station  1-800-808-4882 Associa 
Management 

Jacksonville Green 301 Jacksonville Rd. 215-251-6710 Rachel Moser 

Livingstone Apartments 240 E. County Line Rd. 1-787-602-9602 Nick – Maint. Supr 

Madison House 490 N. York Rd. 215-290-9419 Nick Braccia 

Moreland Towers 36 E. Moreland Ave. 215-674-5058    Mike Howard 

Osbourne House 520 N. York Rd. 215-530-5076 Henry Jacquelin 

Stonybrook Condominiums Village Place/Concord Place 267-460-0021 ext 8 Tracy Colsey 

Town Court Apartments E. Moreland Ave. & 
Jacksonville Rd. 

215-886-2000 The Galman Group 

Victorian Village 420 S. York Rd. 215-441-0350 Melissa Haggerty 

Woodwinds Condominiums Kings Court/Hatters Court 215-942-6621 Desiree Nicholls & 
Terry Spencer 

Wynfair Apartments 350 N. York Rd. 732-630-1000 Managed by 
Lombardi 
Residential 

Lehman United Methodist 
Church 

300 S. York Rd. 215-675-2110 Andy Krpata 

St. John’s Lutheran Church 505 N. York Rd. 215-675-2031 Eric Reimer (Pastor) 

Love In Action Church 350 S. York Rd. 215-785-8808 Jim Lehman 

Union Library of Hatboro 243 S. York Rd. 215-672-1420 Michael Celec 

Church of the Advent 17 Byberry Rd. 215-675-5737 Naz Javier 

Hatboro Baptist Church 32 N. York Rd. 215-675-8400 Joe Pettineo 

 

Typically, owners and operators of institutions (such as hospitals, universities, religious 

organizations, and retirement homes and continuing care facilities) are large energy users and 

have a stake in reducing their energy costs. They often have productive relationships with their 

municipal officials that may be leveraged to obtain their interest and cooperation. 

 

5.2.4 Residents 

 

The residents of the community are critical to the success of the plan and, as constituents of 

their municipal officials, can exert influence over this process. The operation of their homes and 

their activities within the community represent a significant portion of the energy consumed by 

the community as a whole, giving them not only the opportunity to reduce that consumption, 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.69au5pzdvqm7
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.vw6p7s4v32ay
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but also emphasizing the major role they all play in providing a safe, healthy, progressive, and 

forward-looking community. 

 

5.2.5 Businesses 

 

The following are the major businesses located in Hatboro: 

 

Name Address Phone Number Contact Person 

Provident Marketing 330 S. Warminster Road 267-246-0919 Velocity Ventures 

Richochets Gymnastics 330 S. Warminster Road 215-328-0900 Velocity Ventures 

Station Park 330 S. Warminster Road 215-804-5916 Tim Olimpo 

C&L Rivet 220 Jacksonville Road 215-672-1113 Art Newcom 

Caliber Collision 332 S. York Road 215-907-3168 Linnea Means 

Delaware Valley 
Concrete 

248 E. County Line Road 215-675-8900 Carl Katz 

Gamburg’s Furniture 107 S. York Road 215-675-4080 Walter Beck 

Sullivan’s Scrap 451 Oakdale Avenue 215-442-1504 Mike Whalen 

LTCI Construction 210 Bonair Avenue 215-245-0300 Joe Cimino 

Little’s John Deere 335 S. York Road 215-672-4100 David Little 

Mastrocco Moving 250 Wood Street  Tony Mastrocco 

Powell’s Electric 304 Bonair Avenue 215-675-0152 Lori Dziak 

 

Businesses are often in the forefront of energy efficiency efforts because these actions have 

demonstrated favorable returns on their investments for decades, saving them money while 

burnishing their image as companies that run sustainable operations.  They depend to some 

degree on maintaining solid relationships with their municipal officials, which might be the 

leading edge in gaining even further commitment to the larger energy transition goals of this 

plan. 

 

5.2.6 PECO and Other Utilities 

 

PECO is the utility which distributes electricity in the urban portion of the five county 

southeastern Pennsylvania area and which distributes natural gas to the same area with the 

exception of the City of Philadelphia. The Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) supplies natural gas to 

the customers in Philadelphia.  Small areas of western and northern Chester, Montgomery, and 

Bucks Counties are serviced by either Pennsylvania Power and Light (PP&L) or the Metropolitan 

Edison Company (MetEd) for electricity.  These utilities must be heavily involved in the 

transition to renewable energy.  

 

Electric and natural gas service in Hatboro is delivered by PECO. Residents and business can 

choose an alternative supplier for electric and/or gas service, though it will still be delivered 

through PECO. According to the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC), there are 139 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.l9zmgpl07m6a
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electric suppliers that offer service to zip code 19040. Of these, 46 are renewable energy 

providers. 

 

The electric utilities mentioned above are part of the PJM regional grid, which operates under a 

deregulated system.  In a deregulated system, the electrical generating companies, 

transmission companies, and distribution utilities must be independent entities.  Any customer 

within the distribution utility’s service area may purchase electricity directly from any electrical 

generation company or from the distribution utility.  This allows for direct purchase of 

renewable electricity by the customer.  The electricity is delivered through the distribution 

utility’s electric grid and that particular utility is compensated for the distribution service. 

 

Examples of the ways in which the distribution utility can assist in energy conservation and the 

conversion to renewable energy are: 

● They can participate in rebate programs for energy efficiency measures and energy 

efficient equipment.  Energy Star is one of those rebate programs; 

● They can facilitate easy and fast approval of connection of solar arrays to their system,  

● They can use their influence with the PA Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to implement 

changes to purchasing of renewable electricity; and, 

● They can upgrade their system to accommodate and take advantage of distributed 

energy resources (DERs), and 

● In conjunction with regional planning initiatives, they can facilitate the development of 

regional microgrids and storage applications. 

 

5.2.7 County, Regional, and State Government  

County, regional, and state government have buildings, motor vehicle fleets, outdoor lighting, 

etc. which can be made greener. And county or regional planning groups can be powerful in 

terms of data gathering (like the DVRPC, which has gathered greenhouse gas emissions data), 

pull together information on best practices in terms of technology adoption, zoning and 

building code model statutes (as Montgomery County has done), provide wider forums for 

discussion of solarization and other sustainability goals. Counties can also put resolutions on 

the ballot, including visionary resolutions to promote change, resolutions for climate-positive 

administrative actions or tax or bond measures to finance renewables or weatherization 

programs.  Another goal of coordination is to encourage higher levels of government, especially 

at the county level, to help coordinate the efforts of the municipalities that have taken the lead 

in this effort.  This will both strengthen the planning process and assist in achieving increased 

uniformity and coordination between municipalities.  The municipal official will communicate 

their concerns to their legislative representatives on an annual basis. 
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5.3 Public Input and Engagement with Stakeholders  

 

Public input is a valuable dimension to the overall planning and implementation.  Public input 

was initially captured during the Borough’s 2040 Comprehensive Plan development with 

support from Montgomery County.    Visioning sessions were held in 2017, 2018, and 2019 to 

ensure the stakeholders in the community have an opportunity to provide input and to voice 

concerns.  Stakeholders included businesses, schools, healthcare centers, commuters, residents 

- anyone that will be a consumer of energy and anyone that may be impacted by the decisions 

made to transition to renewable energy. This consolidated set of input is available to the 

planning team and can be used as a guide throughout the planning and implementation 

steps. Below is a table from the 2040 Comprehensive Plan December 2019 that encapsulates 

the priorities the Borough outlaid for achieving sustainability. 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.a42458ubfn69
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.a42458ubfn69
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Once this document is adopted, it is recommended to circle back with the stakeholders to go 

over the aspects of the plan that will impact them and get further feedback. This is an iterative 

process. As much as possible, engage with community groups and make them a part of the 

process. Stakeholders’ help will be needed to ensure the implementation of the ETP. 

 

6.0 Actions for Buildings 

 

The following is a list of actions applicable to building systems that could be adopted by 

Hatboro as part of the ETP: 
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Action Municipal
Public 

Schools
Institutions Residents Businesses Non-Profits PECO Co., PA., Feds Timeframe

Description 

(Hyperlink)  

Establish an Energy Management Plan 2022 Here

Conduct Energy Audits 2021 Here

Benchmarking

Every 3
rd

/5
th

/10
th

 year 

after baseline & new 

installation 

Here

Energy Star program 2022 Here

Lighting upgrades 2023 Here

Building envelope upgrades * Here

HVAC inspection and adjustment 2022 Here

HVAC upgrades 2022 Here

Recommissioning of large existing buildings 2023 Here

Promote residential energy efficiency 2021 Here

Energy disclosure at time of sale or lease 2022 Here

New buildings – enforcement of energy 

codes
2022 Here

Provide code incentives for new buildings 2021 Here

Encourage LEED, Net Zero Energy (NZEB), or 

comparable certification
2022 Here

Incentivize energy efficiency in zoning code 2023 Here

Require new buildings to be solar ready 2023 Here

Require new buildings to be EV ready 2023 Here

Pass municipal ordinance to require cool or 

green roofs on new buildings and reroofs of 

existing buildings to reduce heating and 

cooling needs

2023 Here

Support CPACE to fund renewable 

installations and energy efficiency
2022-2023 Here

Phase in mandates for no or low carbon 

standards for new construction and 

remodels

2030

Bring all buildings up to current building code 

or retrofit a majority of existing buildings 

(determine what percent need to be 

completed every year to meet targets)

2040 Here

Provide incentives for energy efficiency 

retrofits
2023 Here

Conduct energy efficiency challenges and 

provide incentives to drive energy retrofits
2023 Here

Encourage and incentivize energy efficiency 

retrofits in rental housing
2023 Here

Implement mandatory, phased energy 

efficiency upgrades for rental units
2030 Here

Pilot green leasing strategies to address the 

landlord and tenant split initiative
2030 Here

Incentivize urban infill development in the 

most dense activity centers through zoning

2023 (enactment of new 

Zoning)
Here

Expand housing choice to create more life-

work opportunities
2023

Install heat pump technology in new building 

construction and when upgrading heating 

and cooling system.

Heat pumps can be connected to the outside 

atmosphere or be geothermal.

Increase the efficiency of space and water 

heating and convert to electric.  Consider a 

tankless water heater

2030 Here

 Need reformat and update for what we are currently doing/have done vs long-term

 Chart is updated on what the Borough is currently doing/has done. We just need to come up with firm timeframes for some of the actions

2040 Here

Energy Efficiency

Building Electrification
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7.0 Actions for Transportation 

 

The following is a list of actions applicable to transportation that could be adopted by Hatboro 

as part of the ETP: 

 

 
 

8.0 Actions for Renewable Electricity 

 

The following is a list of actions applicable to renewable electricity that could be adopted by 

Hatboro as part of the ETP: 

Action Municipal
Public 

Schools
Institutions Residents Businesses Non-Profits PECO Co., PA., Feds Timeframe

Description 

(Hyperlink)

Convert traffic lights to LEDs 2030 Here

Convert street lights to LEDs 2024 Here

Adopt anti-idling policy 2030 Here

Facilitate pedestrian 

transportation
2021 Here

Facilitate public transit 2021 Here

Facilitate bicycles 

transportation and bike lanes
2021 Here

Encourage telecommuting 

for work and meetings
2021 Here

Encourage carpooling and 

ride sharing
2021 Here

Adopt more integrated land 

use patterns in zoning 

ordinances

2023 Here

Enhance first and last mile 

connectivity to transit,
2023 Here

Convert vehicle fleets to EVs 

or plug-in hybrid EVs as part 

of vehicle replacement policy

2030 Here

Make an EV or Plug-in EV 

your next car
2030 Here

Develop municipal plan for 

EV charging stations
2023 Here

Build EV charging stations at 

municipal facilities
2025 Here

Streamline permitting and 

inspections for charging 

stations so that they are 

uncomplicated, affordable, 

and fast.

2025-2030 Here

Policy to replace retired 

school buses with EVs
2030 Here

Parking ordinances to favor 

the inclusion of EV charging 

stations requiring a gradually 

increasing percentage of 

spaces for EVs

2025 Here

Partner with state and 

federal funding agencies to 

increase uptake of EV 

charging stations

2025 Here

Energy Efficiency

Trip Reduction

Electric Vehicles
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9.0 Actions for Waste Management 

 

The following is a list of actions applicable to waste management that could be adopted by 

Hatboro as part of the ETP: 

 

Action Municipal
Public 

Schools
Institutions Residents Businesses

Non-

Profits
PECO

Co., PA., 

Feds
Timeframe

Description 

(Hyperlink)

Develop an energy savings reinvestment plan: Establishing an Energy 

Savings Reinvestment Plan allows future projects to be internally self-

funded.  These plans can be set up so that up to 80% of a project’s 

savings goes to the energy fund to pay for future energy efficiency 

projects, while the remaining amount is returned to the city’s general 

fund.

2025 Here

Update zoning, permitting, and inspection for renewable energy 

systems
2023 Here

Standardize zoning, permitting, and inspection for renewable energy 

systems with surrounding municipalities
2025 Here

Apply for assistance through Solsmart 2025-2030 Here

Buy electricity together from utility scale solar and wind facilities 2025 Here

Install residential and commercial scale solar arrays 2025 Here

Institute an authority to purchase renewable electricity through PPAs 2030 Here

Enable consumers to purchase and produce renewable energy 2030 Here

Work with PECO to remove/reduce current complexity in connecting 

individual solar PV systems to the electric grid
2030 Here

Support a group purchasing program for rooftop solar installations 

(e.g. Solarize)
2030 Here

Support CPACE to fund energy efficiency and renewable installations 2030 Here

Establish renewable energy purchasing requirements [for government 

properties]
2030 Here

Partner with utility and/or third party to procure renewable energy:

●       Assess municipality’s current total annual electricity usage 

●       Assess municipality’s current power purchasing contracts to 

determine timeline for transition to renewables 

●       Identify large electricity users within the municipality as 

potential partners for shared power purchase agreements

Aggregate energy demand from a group of public and/or private 

buildings in order to engage a PPA for off-site renewable energy.
2030 Here

Develop renewable programs for low income households 2030 Here

Assist large entities in implementing clean energy purchases (e.g. 

PPAs and Virtual PPAs)
2040 Here

Work with PECO and others to site and develop renewable capacity 

in local service area
2035 Here

Work with PECO to advance regional grid flexibility to enable 

predominantly renewable electricity supply
2040 Here

Invest in energy storage 2028 Here

Support relevant state and federal policies through active legislative 

and regulatory engagement
2030

Incentivize buildings with rooftop space such as warehouses, 

factories, schools, parking to install rooftop renewables.
2023 Here

Develop methane gas capture and Combined Heat and Power (CPH) 

for wastewater treatment plants
2045 Here

Consider opportunities for biogas production 2045 Here

Preserve forests (including heritage trees,) which capture carbon 2021 Here

Here

Promote Renewable Energy

2030
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10.0 Summation of Actions Implemented within Hatboro 

 

10.1 Actions 

 

Since the adoption of the Borough’s 2040 Comprehensive Plan, actions have been taken to 

ensure that the sustainability goals outline by the community at large are achieved. 

 

The Borough of Hatboro conducted Energy Audits on its Public Works Facility and its Borough 

Administration Office to assess current energy consumption and guide future 

upgrades/improvements. These energy audits and recommendations are attached herein under 

Appendix E. 

Recommendations for the Public Works Facility include: 

• Lightbulb replacements 

• Light occupancy sensors 

• Insulated garage doors 

• Weather stripping 

• High efficiency unit heaters 

• Infrared tube heaters 

• Sink aerator replacement 

Recommendations for the Borough Hall (Loller Academy) Facility include: 

Action Municipal
Public 

Schools
Institutions Residents Businesses

Non-

Profits
PECO

Co., PA., 

Feds
Timeframe

Description 

(Hyperlink)

Develop or update recycling plan 2022 Here

Outreach to residents and businesses 2021

Implement more comprehensive recycling 2021 Here

Implement residential composting 2022 Here

Increase rates of, and participation in, composting and recycling 2022 Here

Increase compliance with waste diversion ordinances 2022 Here

Explore a residential Pay As You Throw (PAYT) program 2022

Benchmark waste management facilities 2025 Here

Upgrade or retrofit facilities to higher energy efficiency pumps in 

water or sewer systems. Ensure  pumps are sized appropriately and 

installing variable frequency drives, whose speed varies to match 

flow conditions

2030 Here

For water facilities: Promote water efficiency and conservation, 

detect and fix distribution leaks. 
2025 Here

Encourage residential and commercial low-flow toilets and low-flow 

showerheads.
2025 Here

Improve efficiency of aeration equipment. Aeration systems in 

wastewater plants typically account for about half of a wastewater 

treatment plant’s energy use. The use of improved system controls, 

energy efficient fans and blowers, and energy-efficient diffuser 

technologies can reduce costs in this area.

2030 Here

Improve efficiency of operations. Installing Supervisory Control and 

Data Acquisition (SCADA) software can increase the efficiency of 

process monitoring and operating control

2030 Here

Require recycling bins at all public facilities and events 2021 Here

Increase use of reusable shopping bags 2021

Consider single use plastic ordinance 2022 Here

Maximize diversion of construction and demolition waste 2022-2025 Here

Require all major construction and demolition projects to submit a 

waste management plan
2025 Here

Develop procurement policies to assure purchase of low energy 

intensive equipment (in accordance with Energy Star and other 

programs)

2025 Here

Eliminate single use plastic products. 2025 Here

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.l89rq7lf2zu4
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.102n1g1qxs0q
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• Lightbulb replacements 

• Light occupancy sensors 

• Attic insulation replacement 

• Window replacement 

• Weather stripping 

• Full HVAC replacement 

• Sink aerator replacement 

 

 

Solar Power 

In recent years, the Borough of Hatboro has seen an increase of Solar Energy Permits and 

Applications. With PECO incentivizing the installation of these panels, Solar Energy is quickly 

becoming a popular choice around Hatboro.  

The Borough of Hatboro wishes to install Solar Energy panels at our own facilities to become 

more energy efficient and independent. In order to accomplish this, the Borough of Hatboro 

will seek grant opportunities to obtain funding for these projects. 

The Borough of Hatboro Public Works Facility and the Hatboro Memorial Pool are both optimal 

locations for roof-mounted solar panels. These panels would result in countless benefits for the 

Borough including: 

• Reduction of electricity costs 

• Production of renewable energy 

• Create a more environmentally friendly facility 

• Increase the Borough’s energy independency 

• Provide the option to sell-back excess electricity 

Also by installing solar panels at our own facility, the Borough would be encouraging our 

residents and business owners to do the same, thus increasing Hatboro’s energy independency 

as a whole. 

Hatboro could also install solar canopies in our municipal parking lots. These solar canopies 

would help generate electricity for Borough facilities and lighting in these parking lots. The 

Borough could also charge vehicles to park underneath the canopies. Drivers would be enticed 

to park under these canopies as these spots would keep their car cooler under the shade while 

they are enjoying what Hatboro has to offer In turn, the Borough has the offer to sell back any 

additional electricity generated for additional revenue. The Borough can also invest the monies 

generated from these fees and any electricity sold back to the grid into other Green 

Projects/Initiatives in the Borough, therefore creating a funding stream to help accomplish 

future goals.  
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Electric Vehicles by 2030 

The Borough of Hatboro recognizes the importance of electric vehicles and is making strides to 

encourage residents and the Borough itself to make the change to electric modes of transportation. 

In 2022, the Hatboro Police Department will see its first hybrid vehicle which is monumental for the 

department. The vehicle, equipped with a hybrid engine, will run more efficiently and help reduce the 

amount of fossil fuels used by the car. 

In 2021, the Borough began rigorous training for its in-house mechanic to increase knowledge on hybrid 

vehicles. This training will improve the Borough’s in-house expertise on repairing energy efficient 

vehicles and will allow us to purchase more hybrid vehicles going forward.  

The Borough of Hatboro aims to continue purchasing hybrid police vehicles in the future and will 

regularly incorporate these vehicle purchases into our yearly capital budget. The Borough is also 

exploring the possibility of hybrid/more energy efficient vehicles for the Public Works Department. 

The Borough of Hatboro is researching electric vehicle charging stations and applying for grants to install 

these stations throughout the Borough. Through installing these stations, we are making the use of 

electric vehicles more friendly and convenient for residents, business owners and visitors alike. 

Many businesses and apartment complexes have also sought the installation of electric vehicle charging 

stations on their properties. 

There are many types of electric vehicle charging stations including:  

Level 2 (25miles / hour of charging) • Good for “topping off” while shopping 

o Best for drivers with charging stations at work or home  

DC Fast Charger (100 miles / hour of charging) 

o Suited for drivers with no at home charging option (ex: those with no off-street parking 

availability) 

o  Suitable for those on long trips who need to fill up without waiting a long time  

Benefits of Public Electrical Vehicle Charging Stations 

o Will preferentially shop in locations with charges 

o Attracts outside customers into a new place in order to charge 

o No charger is instantaneous, drivers need something to do while charging 

By leading the way in the transition to energy efficient vehicles, the Borough will set an example for our 

residents, encouraging their own purchase of hybrid and electric transportation. To further encourage 

the use of electric/hybrid vehicles, the Borough will also install charging stations for public use. The Bank 

Street Municipal Parking Lot is the first lot the Borough wishes to install a charging station. The Borough 

then wishes to install a charging station in the Moreland and Orchard Lot. Both of these locations will 

give electric vehicle users optimal locations to charge their vehicles while providing recreation 

opportunities while “charging up.” 

Motor vehicle types have been evolving for years, including the development of fully electric 
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vehicles that are charged with electricity, and smaller vehicles such as Smart Cars. With the 

development of cruise control and automatic distance control, many vehicles already have 

the beginnings of automation. Motor vehicles are gradually becoming more autonomous, 

and many vehicle manufacturers and other companies are working to get increasingly 

automated vehicles on the streets. Fully automated vehicles are predicted initially to 

be used for low-speed local trips including last mile connections to transit, household 

grocery delivery, last mile package delivery, and institutional uses, such as by retirement 

communities, military bases, and large office campuses. Some of these settings on private 

property already have autonomous vehicles in service. 

 

The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) has a type of vehicle certification for 

a Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV) that permits a 25 mile per hour maximum speed 

and does not require all of the safety features of a regular car. These vehicles will probably 

not look like our current cars, since they are designed to meet different standards and to 

operate in different types of situations. These changing types of vehicles may have different 

needs on the street. 

 

Connected vehicles are those that can communicate with each other and with 

surrounding transportation infrastructure. Future intersections may be able to send out 

signals to nearby vehicles with information about traffic light timing, the presence of 

pedestrians, and more. Cars may be able to maintain a safe distance from each other without 

cameras or sensors if they are all equipped with wireless technology that can judge distance. 

Implementation of connected vehicle technology will require the widespread deployment of 

small cell 5G antennas. These are already desired by many mobile technology companies. 

The following is a tabular summary of the initiatives adopted for implementation by Hatboro. 

 

 

Who Takes the 
Action? 

What is the Action? 
How Soon and 
How Long? 

Lead person in 
Implementing 

Measure of 
Success 

When to Check 
for Progress 

Steering 
Committee 

Plan Oversight 2021-future 
Borough 
Council 

Adhering 
to plan and 

guidance 

As goals are 
achieved 

Municipal Staff Plan Implementation 2022 
Borough 
Manager 

Meeting 
goals 

according 
to 

timelines 

Quarterly 

Municipality–
Lead by 
example 

Benchmark major municipal 
buildings 

2022- future 
Borough 
Engineer 

Meeting 
goals 

according 
to 

timelines 

Biannual 

Prepare and implement 
EV/PHEV transition plan 

2024 Hatboro EAC 
Meeting 

goals 
according 

Monthly 
Meetings 
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to 
timelines 

Construct EV charging stations 
at municipal facilities 

2022 
Borough 
Manager 

Receiving 
Grant for 
Funding 

Following 
submission of 

grant 
applications 

Plan to purchase renewable 
electricity through PPA (or 
PECO) 

2021 
Borough 
Manager 

Adhering 
to plan and 

guidance 

Quarterly 

Install LEDs in street lights and 
traffic lights 

2020-2025 
Superintendent 
of Public Works 

Purchase/ 
Installation 

of LED 
Streetlights 

Yearly @ 
Capital Budget 

Meetings 

Development Investment Plan 
and Establish Energy Savings 
Reinvestment Fund 

2022 - future 
Borough 
Council 

Adhering 
to plan and 

guidance 

Quarterly 

Municipality – 
Support and 
Guidance 

Update renewable energy 
zoning code sections 

2021-2023 
Borough 
Manager 

Approving 
re-written 

zoning 
code 

2023 once draft 
if completed 

Require new buildings to be 
solar ready and EV ready 

2021-2023 
Borough 
Manager 

Approving 
re-written 

zoning 
code 

2023 once draft 
if completed 

Require energy usage disclosure 
at time of sale or lease 

2021-2023 
Borough 
Council 

Approving 
re-written 

zoning 
code 

Approve by 
2023 or once 

draft is 
completed 

Schools - Action 
1 

Petition school board to phase 
in electric buses 

2021-2023 

Hatboro EAC Meeting 
with School 

Board to 
Present 
findings 

Monthly 
Meetings 

(2022-2023) 

PECO -  Action 
2 

Work with PECO to streamline 
solar interconnection process 

2023-2025 

Hatboro EAC Present 
findings/re
commenda

tions to 
Borough 
Council  

Monthly 
Meetings 

(2024-2030) 

Residents - 
Action 3 

Educate residents on the need 
and the benefits or energy 
efficiency and a transition to 
renewable energy 

2021-2025 Hatboro EAC 

Public 
education 
initiatives 

Yearly in EAC 
year end report 

Coordination 
with other 
municipalities, 
county planning 
commission, 
DVRPC 

Renewable electricity 
purchasing, EV  purchasing, etc. 

2021-future 

Borough 
Manager/ 

Department 
Heads 

COSTARS, 
Consortium 
Contracting

, etc. 

Yearly during 
consortium 
meetings/ 

contractual 
bidding 

processes 

 

10.2 Funding 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rJ2fROUwIc35ZtBW5rg42xIlO_yHLIO8N_QJnO-52fU/edit#heading=h.102n1g1qxs0q
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Each year, the Borough of Hatboro plans for and makes capital budget purchases and 

aggressively pursues grant applications to make improvements across the Borough. Since 2018, 

the Borough focused on improvements making the Borough more environmentally friendly and 

energy efficient including the following: 

• Installation of bike/pedestrian lanes along York Road to encourage healthier modes of 

transportation 

• Installation of trails in Hatboro Parks and fostering partnerships with other 

municipalities to create trails connecting neighboring communities 

• The installation and restoration of riparian buffers in Borough Parks to improve water 

quality, ecosystems, and habitats 

• Installation of trails to promote connectivity 

• Installation of LED, energy efficient, street lights throughout the Borough 

 

The Borough of Hatboro also wishes to apply for grant funding to make improvements including 

solar panels on Municipal buildings, Main Street Funding to help businesses become more 

energy efficient, and EV charging grants to further our current initiatives. 

 

The Borough of Hatboro dedicates funds on a daily basis in the form of staff time and expert 

assistance (i.e. engineers, consultants, etc.) to draft, prepare, and administer grant programs 

and applications. This funding commitment is vital in continuing to pursue and receive grant 

funding. 

 

The Borough of Hatboro has a capital budget plan structured in 3, 5, and 10 years. Funding 

within this capital plan is broken down into the following categories: 

• Administration: Funds towards improvements to the Loller Academy building and 

towards large purchases for the Borough Administration staff 

o Green Capital initiatives for the Administration Department include: 

▪ Upgrading of HVAC system in Loller Academy building for more energy 

efficient system 

▪ Replacement of windows in historic building to improve energy 

conservation  

▪ Installation of energy efficient lighting throughout the building 

• Police: Funds towards improvements to the Hatboro Police Station and the purchase of 

new vehicles/equipment for the Hatboro police Department 

o Green Capital initiatives for the Hatboro Police Department include: 

▪ Purchase of hybrid and/or electric vehicles to improve efficiency of 

Borough’s fleet. The Borough’s capital plan includes the purchase of 1 

police vehicle per year. By replacing one vehicle per year with an energy 

efficient option, the emissions of the Police Department fleet are greatly 

reduced. 
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• Public Works: Funds towards improvements to the Hatboro Public Works Facility and 

the purchase of new vehicles/equipment for the Hatboro Public Works Department 

o Green Capital initiatives for the Hatboro Public Works Department Include: 

▪ Installation of solar panels on the roof of the Public Works Facility 

▪ Installation of Energy Efficient LED Streetlights and Traffic Lights 

throughout the Borough 

▪ Purchase of hybrid vehicles where possible 

• Parks: Funds towards improvements to the Hatboro Parks system including new 

equipment, riparian buffers, trails, etc. 

o Green Capital initiatives for the Hatboro Parks and Recreation Department 

include: 

▪ Construction of trails and bike lanes to promote greener transportation 

▪ Installation of solar farms in parks 

▪ Installation of electric vehicle charging stations in parks and Borough 

parking lots 

▪ Construct urban farming areas within parks  

• Pool: Funds towards improvements to the Hatboro Memorial Pool Facility 

o Green Capital initiatives for the Hatboro Memorial Pool include: 

▪ Installation of solar panels on the roof of the Memorial Pool facility 

▪ Installation of energy efficient filtration system 

▪ Conduct feasibility study and energy audit at facility 

 

Outside of the Borough’s Capital budget, there are countless grant opportunities the Borough 

of Hatboro can seek to fund energy efficient and renewable energy projects. An updated list of 

major programs available can be found at: 

https://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program?fromSir=0&state=PA 

 

The Borough of Hatboro can also set up local financing mechanisms such as: 

• Create a solar hot water retrofit program for affordable housing 

• Partner with other municipal departments 

• Establish Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (CPACE) program 

• Establish a benefit assessment measure 

• Develop an energy savings reinvestment plan: Establishing an Energy Savings 

Reinvestment Plan allows future projects to be internally self-funded.  These plans can 

be set up so that up to 80% of a project’s savings goes to the energy fund to pay for 

future energy efficiency projects, while the remaining amount is returned to the 

Borough’s general fund. 

• Establish revolving loan fund for distributed generation – resilience battery storage or 

renewable energy emergency services 

• Establish revolving loan fund for residential energy upgrades 

https://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program?fromSir=0&state=PA
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No funding was needed for the preparation of this Plan.  Council and the EAC relied on the 

information and expertise of the elected officials and their staff, knowledgeable members of the 

community, and assistance from organizations in southeastern Pennsylvania.   

 

11.0 Useful References 
 

The following are useful references for renewable energy transition planning: 

 

General 

● Municipal Energy Management Toolbox: An Energy Plan & Action Strategy for Delaware 

County Municipalities, 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Vz57aLiyfJ3jJfOejgA0wqthV1uhIzEg 

● Philadelphia Municipal Energy Master Plan 

● Philadelphia Office of Sustainability Energy Office 

● Philadelphia Energy Authority  

● Burlington, VT. Climate Change Plan, 

https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/sites/default/files/CEDO/Sustainability/Climate%20Action%2

0Plan.pdf  

● Aspen GHG Reduction Toolkit 

● Summary of Carbon Free City Handbook Rocky Mountain Institute, 

https://rmi.org/insight/the-carbon-free-city-handbook-buildings/ 

● CREATING EV-READY TOWNS AND CITIES: A GUIDE TO PLANNING AND POLICY TOOL 

SELECTRIC VEHICLE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT SUPPORT STUDY. 

 

Buildings 

● Best Practices in Municipal Energy Management and Efficiency, Fall 2015; Best Practices in 

Municipal Energy Management and Efficiency 

● New Buildings Institute. Getting to Zero: ZNE Project Guide 

● Building Performance Strategies; World Resources Institute, Accelerating Building 

Decarbonization 

● GOOD PRACTICE GUIDE Municipal Building Efficiency, C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, 

February 2016, MUNICIPAL BUILDING EFFICIENCY AND CLIMATE CHANGE. 

● Getting to Zero: ZNE Project Guide, New Buildings Institute, Getting to Zero: ZNE Project 

Guide 

● Do-It-Yourself Home Energy Audits, U.S. Department of Energy, 

https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/home-energy-audits/do-it-yourself-home-energy-

audits 

● ENERGY STAR Building Upgrade Manual, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 

https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-

buildings/save-energy/comprehensive-approach/energy-star 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Vz57aLiyfJ3jJfOejgA0wqthV1uhIzEg
https://www.phila.gov/documents/municipal-energy-master-plan/
https://www.phila.gov/departments/office-of-sustainability/about/energy-office/
https://philaenergy.org/
https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/sites/default/files/CEDO/Sustainability/Climate%20Action%20Plan.pdf
https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/sites/default/files/CEDO/Sustainability/Climate%20Action%20Plan.pdf
https://www.cityofaspen.com/DocumentCenter/View/1705/Greenhouse-Gas-Reduction-Toolkit?bidId=
https://rmi.org/insight/the-carbon-free-city-handbook-buildings/
https://www.transportationandclimate.org/sites/default/files/EVSE_Planning_and_Policy_Tool_Guide.pdf
https://www.transportationandclimate.org/sites/default/files/EVSE_Planning_and_Policy_Tool_Guide.pdf
https://clas.iusb.edu/pdf/sustainability-studies/white-papers/SB%20Energy%20Management%20White%20Paper_Final%2012-7-15.pdf
https://clas.iusb.edu/pdf/sustainability-studies/white-papers/SB%20Energy%20Management%20White%20Paper_Final%2012-7-15.pdf
https://newbuildings.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/GtZ-ZNEProjectGuide_FINAL.pdf
https://wrirosscities.org/sites/default/files/19_WP_ZCB_final.pdf
https://wrirosscities.org/sites/default/files/19_WP_ZCB_final.pdf
https://c40-production-images.s3.amazonaws.com/good_practice_briefings/images/8_C40_GPG_MBE.original.pdf?1456789018
https://newbuildings.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/GtZ-ZNEProjectGuide_FINAL.pdf
https://newbuildings.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/GtZ-ZNEProjectGuide_FINAL.pdf
https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/home-energy-audits/do-it-yourself-home-energy-audits
https://www.energy.gov/energysaver/home-energy-audits/do-it-yourself-home-energy-audits
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/save-energy/comprehensive-approach/energy-star
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/save-energy/comprehensive-approach/energy-star
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Transportation 

● Electric Vehicle Charging Station Permitting Guidebook California Governor’s Office of 

Business and Economic Development, July 2019, First Edition, Electric Vehicle Charging 

Station Permitting Guidebook. 

● Compilation of State, County, and Local Anti-Idling Regulations, US EPA, April 2006, 

Compilation of state and local vehicle idling laws. 

● Sample Fleet Electrification Action Plan for Municipalities, Sample fleet electrification plan 

for municipalities. 

● EV Charging Financial Analysis Tool, EV Financial Analysis Tool. 

● CREATING EV-READY TOWNS AND CITIES: A GUIDE TO PLANNING AND POLICY TOOL 

SELECTRIC VEHICLE SUPPLY EQUIPMENT SUPPORT STUDY. 

 

Renewable Energy 

● PA Department of Energy: Renewable Energy, 

https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/Renewables/Pages/

default.aspx 

● PA Public Utility Commission: Renewable Energy, 

http://www.puc.pa.gov/consumer_info/electricity/renewable_energy.aspx 

● U.S. EPA: Local Renewable Energy Benefits and Resources,  

https://www.epa.gov/statelocalenergy/local-renewable-energy-benefits-and-resources 

 

 

Waste Management 

● Sacramento County Climate Action Plan (CAP)- Strategy and Framework Document, 

November 9, 2011, https://planning.saccounty.net/PlansandProjectsIn-

Progress/Documents/Climate%20Action%20Plan/CAP%20Strategy%20and%20Framework%

20Document.PDF 

● Energy Efficiency in Water and Wastewater Facilities A Guide to Developing and 

Implementing Greenhouse Gas Reduction Programs, US EPA, 2013, Energy Efficiency in 

Water and Wastewater Treatment Facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://businessportal.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/GoBIZ-EVCharging-Guidebook.pdf
http://businessportal.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/GoBIZ-EVCharging-Guidebook.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/CompilationofStateIdlingRegulations.pdf
https://electrifyny.org/ev-municipal-toolkit/#1565755774604-d3373363-c491
https://electrifyny.org/ev-municipal-toolkit/#1565755774604-d3373363-c491
https://www.atlasevhub.com/materials/ev-charging-financial-analysis-tool/
https://www.transportationandclimate.org/sites/default/files/EVSE_Planning_and_Policy_Tool_Guide.pdf
https://www.transportationandclimate.org/sites/default/files/EVSE_Planning_and_Policy_Tool_Guide.pdf
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/Renewables/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/Renewables/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/Renewables/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/Renewables/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.puc.pa.gov/consumer_info/electricity/renewable_energy.aspx
http://www.puc.pa.gov/consumer_info/electricity/renewable_energy.aspx
http://www.puc.pa.gov/consumer_info/electricity/renewable_energy.aspx
https://www.epa.gov/statelocalenergy/local-renewable-energy-benefits-and-resources
https://www.epa.gov/statelocalenergy/local-renewable-energy-benefits-and-resources
https://www.epa.gov/statelocalenergy/local-renewable-energy-benefits-and-resources
https://planning.saccounty.net/PlansandProjectsIn-Progress/Documents/Climate%20Action%20Plan/CAP%20Strategy%20and%20Framework%20Document.PDF
https://planning.saccounty.net/PlansandProjectsIn-Progress/Documents/Climate%20Action%20Plan/CAP%20Strategy%20and%20Framework%20Document.PDF
https://planning.saccounty.net/PlansandProjectsIn-Progress/Documents/Climate%20Action%20Plan/CAP%20Strategy%20and%20Framework%20Document.PDF
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/wastewater-guide.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/wastewater-guide.pdf
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Appendix B – Information for Achieving Energy Transition 
 

 

A.0 Information for Achieving Energy Transition in Hatboro 

 

A.1 Information on Energy Usage and Expenditures and GHG Emissions  

 

The most recent and comprehensive assessment of the energy usage and emissions of GHGs in 

the southeastern Pennsylvania area was conducted for the year 2015 by the Delaware Valley 

Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC).  These energy and emissions data are available for 

each municipality.  The GHG emissions in the Borough of Hatboro are presented in Table A1.  

Table A2 presents detailed information on fuel usage, fuel costs, and GHG emissions by fuel 

type for each of the residential, commercial & industrial, highway, and rail transit sectors.  

Figure A1 provides a chart of the GHG emissions data for the Borough of Hatboro. 

 

As shown in Figure A1, the emissions from energy use in buildings and in transportation 

together account for 96.18% of the GHG emissions in the Borough of Hatboro. (Solid waste 

generated in the area accounts for 3.82% of the emissions, which represents landfill gas 

emitted from landfills to which the municipality’s waste goes.)  Aside from reducing our 

generation of solid waste, virtually all of the GHG emissions in the Borough of Hatboro come 

from building energy usage and highway vehicles. 

 

 

Table A1 

2015 Emission Inventory of Borough of Hatboro 

 

Sector Metric Tons CO2 e Percent of Total 

Residential 19,623 31.08% 

Commercial and Industrial 20,100 31.83% 

Highway 20,192 31.98% 

Rail Transit 279 0.44% 

Solid Waste 2,410 3.82% 

Natural Gas Systems 313 0.50% 

Agriculture 0 0.00% 

Wastewater 228 0.36% 

Industrial Processes 0 0.00% 

TOTAL 63,144 100.00% 
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Figure A1 

2015 GHG Emission Inventory of Borough of Hatboro 
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Table A2 

2015 Fuel Information for Residential, Commercial & Ind., Highway, and Rail Transit Sectors 

 

Residential Electricity 
Natural 

Gas 
Fuel Oil LPG Total  

Energy Content - 

Billion BTU 

72.45 119.27 68.74 1.5 261.97  

Energy by Physical 

Units 

21,233,825 1,135,932 500,687 17,868 --  

Emissions (MTCO2 e) 8,070 6,345 5,113 94 19,623  

Energy Expenditure ($) $2,896,543 $1,255,943 $1,328,780 $41,107 $5,523,375  

       

Commercial and 

Industrial 
Electricity 

Natural 

Gas 
Fuel Oil LPG Total  

Energy Content - 

Billion BTU 

111 74 50 0.83 236.27  

Energy by Physical 

Units 

32,546,533 707,983 364,455 9,875 --  

Emissions (MTCO2 e) 12,370 3,954 3,723 51.67 20,100.47  

Energy Expenditure ($) $2,732,910 $594,705 $900,864 $12,371 $4,240,852  

       

Highway Gasoline Diesel   Total  

Energy Content - 

Billion BTU 

204.27 57.15     261.74  

Energy by Physical 

Units (gal.) 

1,695,505 416,153     20,191  
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Emissions (MTCO2 e) -- --     21,539  

Energy Expenditure ($) $4,272,672 $1,218,082     $5,490,754  

VMT (1,000  

miles/day) 

122        

       

Rail Transit Diesel Electricity   Total  

Energy Content - 

Billion BTU 

0.17 2.39     2.56  

Energy by Physical 

Units (gal.) 

1,208.65 701,888.04     --  

Emissions (MTCO2 e) -- --     279.31  

Energy Expenditure ($) -- --        

 

A.2 Strategies for Energy Transition and GHG Emission Reductions 

 

There are five basic strategies for making the transition to renewable energy and achieving reductions of 

GHGs in Hatboro.  (Please note that not all of these strategies can be carried out on the municipal level.  

But the municipal government can indicate to other levels of government the need for them to also 

undertake initiatives.) 

 

● Increase in the efficiency with which we use energy; 

● The electrification within buildings (heating, cooling, domestic hot water, cooking, 

clothes washing and drying); 

● The electrification of transportation; 

● Conversion of electricity generation from fossil fuels to clean renewable sources of 

energy; 

● Carbon capture (planting trees, capturing CO2 from electric generation and industrial 

processes) 
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Figure A2 

Typical Emission Reductions Achievable in Southeastern PA Area (MT CO2 e) 

 

 
 

Energy efficiency: According to the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE)4, 

energy efficiency can achieve a 49% reduction in energy usage and GHG emissions.  Stated 

alternatively, it would take almost twice as much renewable energy without implementing 

energy efficiency measures.  Here is a list of the energy efficiency measures that will achieve 

this dramatic reduction in energy demand: 

 

For residential, commercial, and industrial buildings: 

● Building efficiency: The energy usage in homes and commercial and industrial buildings 

today can be substantially reduced through energy efficiency measures in air sealing and 

insulation improvements, building heating and cooling, and hot water heating, 

appliances, lighting, and behavioral changes. 

● The efficiency of new construction can be significantly improved through zero-energy, 

passive house, and living building design and construction practices. 

● The efficiency of heat pumps: A substantial reduction in energy usage in building heating 

and hot water heating can be achieved by replacing fossil fuel fired systems with heat 

pumps when the fossil fuel furnace or heater must be replaced.  A heat pump uses 

considerably less energy than oil, propane, or natural gas due to its efficiency. 

 

 
4 American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy; Halfway There: Energy Efficiency Can Cut Energy Use  and 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Half by 2050; September 2019; https://aceee.org/research-report/u1907. 

https://aceee.org/research-report/u1907
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For transportation: 

● Reduction in travel by cars and light-duty trucks (LDTs): Reductions in travel can be 

achieved (1) by diversion of trips in cars and LDTs to public transit and by elimination of 

the need for trips in the first place through telecommuting for work and meetings, (2) 

gradual but steady changes in land use patterns which favor walking, bicycling, and 

public transit, and (3) by consolidation of trips for greater efficiency.  These strategies 

decrease the vehicle miles of travel (VMT) and associated energy usage. 

● Energy efficiency in internal combustion engine (ICE) cars and LDTs: A gradual but 

steady increase in the fuel efficiency of ICE vehicles represented by fleet-wide average 

miles per gallon (MPH) will significantly reduce the energy usage in fossil fuel powered 

vehicles.  The fleet wide average fuel efficiency in the US in 2017 was 24 miles per 

gallon5.  A one mile per gallon increase in fleet wide fuel efficiency per year, up to a 

maximum of 50 MPG, is achievable.  This would dramatically reduce fuel usage, 

pollution, and GHG emissions in the early years as the transition to electric vehicles 

occurs.  

● Replacement of ICE vehicles with electric vehicles (EVs): A substantial reduction in 

energy usage in motor vehicles can be achieved simply by replacing ICE vehicles with 

electric vehicles (EVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) when it is time to 

purchase a new car.  An EV is conservatively 68% more efficient than an ICE vehicle.  An 

ICE vehicle is only about 17%–21% efficient in converting energy to power, whereas an 

EV is over 77% efficient6. 

● Energy efficiency in medium- and heavy-duty trucks (MDTs and HDTs): According to a 

review of the literature, the Union of Concerned Scientists has determined that a 50% 

reduction in energy usage can be achieved in MDTs and HDTs through efficiency 

measures such as improvements in engines and drive trains, aerodynamics, and tire and 

wheel design7.  Tesla has developed a long-distance, electric-powered tractor trailer that 

it demonstrates meets all industry technical and economic requirements and has a 

much higher efficiency.8  Volvo, and Freightliner are also developing electric powered 

trucks.9 

Electrification of building heating systems:  

● Electrification: The use of heat pumps and geothermal for heating and cooling buildings 

facilitates the conversion to electric sources of energy, which can be powered by 

renewable energy.  Heating by oil, propane, or natural gas can never emit fewer GHGs 

 
5 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Automotive Trends Report, https://www.epa.gov/automotive-

trends/highlights-automotive-trends-report. 
6 U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable energy,  

https://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/evtech.shtml 
7 Union of Concerned Scientists, https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/heavy-duty-truck-fuel-efficiency. 
8 https://www.tesla.com/semi  
9 Electrification: Opportunities in many but not all applications 

 https://www.aceee.org/blog-post/2020/02/electrification-opportunities-many-not-all-applications 

https://www.epa.gov/automotive-trends/highlights-automotive-trends-report
https://www.epa.gov/automotive-trends/highlights-automotive-trends-report
https://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/evtech.shtml
https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/heavy-duty-truck-fuel-efficiency
https://www.tesla.com/semi
https://www.aceee.org/blog-post/2020/02/electrification-opportunities-many-not-all-applications
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due to the nature of the process, nor can they also provide air conditioning. A heat 

pump can work as an air conditioner. 

 

Electrification of transportation:  

● Electrification:  The conversion from ICE vehicles to EVs facilitates the conversion to 

electric sources of energy, which can be powered by renewable energy.  Use of gasoline 

or diesel fuel can never emit fewer GHGs due to the nature of the process. 

 

Conversion of electricity generation to clean renewable energy10:  

● Renewable energy:  The final step in the transition to a renewable energy future (not in 

time but in process) is to replace the generation of electricity by fossil fuels with 

renewable sources such as solar, wind, and hydro power. 

 

Carbon capture 

● Carbon capture: As discussed above industrial carbon capture faces considerable cost 

issues which place future economic viability in doubt.  Planting of trees will contribute 

to carbon capture and should be strongly encouraged for many reasons.  But tree 

planting has a relatively limited and delayed impact on CO2 reduction within this 

municipality. 

  

 
10 The clean renewable energy will be defined as carbon-free and pollution-free energy generated sustainably from 

renewable sources such as wind, solar, small hydro, tidal, fuel cells and geothermal 
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Figure A3 illustrates the typical capability of existing technologies to reduce the emissions of 

GHGs in the southeastern Pennsylvania area for building and transportation sources. 

 

Figure A3 

Potential Capability of Strategies in Southeastern PA Area (MT CO2e) 

 

Impact of Strategies – Buildings 

 

 

 

Impact of Strategies – Transportation 
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Appendix C – Hatboro 2040 Comprehensive Plan 

https://myhatboro.org/wp-content/uploads/Hatboro-Comp-Plan-Web.pdf  

 

Appendix D – Hatboro Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan 

https://myhatboro.org/wp-content/uploads/Hatboro-Parks-Plan-May-2020-

FINAL.pdf  

 

  

https://myhatboro.org/wp-content/uploads/Hatboro-Comp-Plan-Web.pdf
https://myhatboro.org/wp-content/uploads/Hatboro-Parks-Plan-May-2020-FINAL.pdf
https://myhatboro.org/wp-content/uploads/Hatboro-Parks-Plan-May-2020-FINAL.pdf
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Executive Summary  

Background  
In January 2021, the Borough of Hatboro selected Remington & Vernick Engineers (RVE) to provide 

individual energy audits for two of the Borough’s properties: The Borough Hall and the Public Works 

Department Facility.  This energy audit was performed for the Public Works Department (PWD) Facility 

located at 459 Oakdale Avenue, Hatboro, PA 19040.  RVE conducted a site visit to this facility on May 21, 

2021.  

Benchmarking  
RVE began the energy audit by conducting a Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis (PEA) to determine the 

facility’s current energy and cost efficiencies relative to other similar facilities.  This is done by calculating 

the Site and Source Energy Utilization Index (EUI), which are the total amount of raw fuel needed to 

operate a site, and the total energy consumed by that site, respectively, per square foot of the building. 

Along with the EUIs, the Energy Cost Index (ECI) is determined to reflect the energy cost per square foot 

of building.  The results of this analysis are presented in the PEA Benchmarking Table, below:  

  

   Table 1: PEA Benchmarking Data Table    

Property  
Area 

(SF)  

 Energy   Water & Sewer  

Annual  
Energy Use  

(kBtu)  

Annual  
Energy Cost  

($)  

  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  

Average  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  
ECI 

($/SF)  

Annual  
Water Use  

(gal)  

Annual  
Water &  

Sewer Cost  
($)  

Hatboro Public  
Works  

Department  
Facility  

11,454  907,870  $11,529  79.3  63.5  $1.01  89,000  $2,368  

   

A public works facility is not listed as one of Energy Star’s property types in their Technical Reference 

Guide, so vehicle repair was chosen as the most similar use to the Borough’s facility. For comparison, the 

average Site EUI for vehicle repair is 47.9 kBtu/SF (2021 U.S. Energy Use Intensity by Property Type, 

Published by Energy Star Portfolio Manager). The facility has a higher Site EUI than other similar 

facilities. Much of this can be attributed to the higher-than-average annual heating costs, which are the 

result of aged, inefficient unit heaters.  

ECM Summary  
The objectives for this energy audit include identifying Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs), 

determining implementation costs, and calculating cost savings. An ECM is a measure that reduces a 

facility's on-site energy consumption while simultaneously maintaining acceptable levels of Indoor 

Environmental Quality (IEQ), service, and meeting operational requirements.  A complete listing of the 
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ECMs for this facility, along with projected information regarding implementation costs, energy savings, 

cost savings and other metrics, has been provided in the ECM Summary Table, below:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  Table 2: ECM Summary Table     

ECM  
No.  Description  Cost ($)  

Annual Savings  
 

Simple  
Payback  

(Yrs)  ROI (%)  
Energy 

(kBtu)  
Energy 

(kWh)  
Water  
(gal)  Cost ($)  

ECM‐1  Light Bulb Replacement  $2,134  41,629  12,200    $1,087.92  2.0  872%  

ECM‐7  Sink Aerator 

Replacement  
$105      1646  $40.63  2.6  480  

ECM‐2  Light Occupancy Sensors  $750  9,726  2,850    $228.03  3.3  356%  

ECM‐4  Weather Stripping  $2,425  31,042      $294.57  8.2  21%  

ECM‐6  Infrared Tube Heaters  $32,400  236,363      $2,245.56  14.4  39%  

ECM‐5  High Efficiency Unit 

Heaters  
$18,080  114,600      $1,088.76  16.6  51%  

ECM‐3  Insulated Garage Doors  $32,362  171,573      $1,628.11  19.9  51%  

  

The ECMs have been presented in the table above by order of their simple payback periods. Although 

ECMs can be implemented individually, a common approach is to bundle several ECMs together for 

implementation.  By “packaging” ECMs together, property owners can combine quick payback ECMs 

(e.g. lighting) with longer payback ECMs (e.g. windows) so that the overall package of ECMs results in an 

acceptable payback period.  

  

In addition to simple economic considerations, there may be other factors influencing the 

implementation of ECMs.  Planned capital improvement projects, aesthetic upgrades, addressing 

physical needs and meeting ADA accessibility requirements can be leveraged to implement ECMs 

concurrently.  As an example, a project to install ADA compliant exterior doors can easily include 

weather-stripping measures.    

  

Finally, RVE has provided some basic information regarding current funding opportunities for ECM 

implementation.  Securing grant funding will effectively lower the cost of implementing ECMs and 

improves their payback period.  RVE has been successful in preparing grant applications and receiving 
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awards to fund energy conservation projects.  Energy audits such as this one commonly serves as the 

basis for successful grant applications.  We regularly monitor state and federal resources for new grant 

opportunities on behalf of our clients.  If the Borough of Hatboro would like more information about 

grant programs, we would be happy to provide our assistance.    

  

Renewable Energy Analysis Summary  

A primary motivation for performing this energy audit is to identify cost saving and energy conservation 
measures. While a major focus of this should always include energy conservation measures as a means 
of reducing costs, it’s important to consider other areas for potential energy cost savings. The Public 
Works Facility is a prime candidate for a rooftop photovoltaic system, which can produce a significant 
amount of renewable electricity, and reduce the Public Works Facility’s total energy purchasing 
requirement. With this in mind, this energy audit includes a brief analysis of available installation areas 
and the approximate energy outputs of an installed photovoltaic system.  
  

Below, Table RE-1 summarizes the installation cost, annual energy generation and revenue from the sale 

of Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs) found from the Renewable Energy Analysis.  

  

  

Table RE‐1: Solar Array Analysis Summary  

Location  
Area 

(SF)  

System  
Size (kW 

DC)  
System 

Cost  

Annual  
Energy  

Generation  
(kWh)  

Annual  
Energy Cost  

Savings  
Annual  
SREC  

Revenue  

Payback  
Period  
(Years)  

Return on  
Investment  

(ROI)  

Garage #1  6,930  48.5  $145,500  60,750  $5,119.15  $5,691.17  19.1  56.9%  

  

Audit Background Information  
  

In January 2021, the Borough of Hatboro selected Remington & Vernick Engineers (RVE) to provide 

individual energy audits for two of the Borough’s properties: the Borough Hall and the Borough Public 

Works Department Facility.  This energy audit was performed for the Hatboro Public Works Department 

Facility located at 459 Oakdale Avenue, Hatboro, PA 19040    

  

RVE conducted a site visit to this facility on May 21, 2021.  The areas analyzed included office spaces, a 

bathroom, a kitchen, garages, and mechanical spaces.  

Stakeholders  
A successful energy audit requires gathering information from a range of sources in order to get a 

complete picture of a facility's energy usage.  In addition to utility bills and information observed during 
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a site visit, energy auditors benefit from the knowledge of those using, operating and maintaining the 

facilities.  These stakeholders can provide important information regarding recurring problems, planned 

improvements, maintenance or operational issues and the facility's occupancy schedule.  For this energy 

audit, the following stakeholders were identified:  

  

• Ed Frydlewicz, Superintendent of Public Works, (215) 443-9100, efrydlewicz@myhatboro.org;  

• Kyler Dermer, Deputy Superintendent of Public Works, (215) 443-9100, kdermer@myhatboro.org  

  

At the conclusion of the energy audit, RVE will meet with the stakeholders again to discuss findings, 

present ECM recommendations and provide an opportunity for stakeholders to ask questions. Even the 

highest yielding ECMs cannot bear fruit unless facility owners are educated and willing to move forward 

with implementation at their facility.  Stakeholder "buy-in" is a key factor in the probability of any 

Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) being implemented.  

Audit Scope and Methodology  
RVE follows the procedures for Level 2 Commercial Building Energy Audits prescribed by the American 

Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE).  In general, the auditing 

process includes the following steps:  

  

1. Audit/Implementation Team.  RVE's energy auditing team includes licensed Professional 

Engineers and Certified Energy Auditors (CEAs).  At the beginning of any energy audit, RVE 
identifies key facility stakeholders who can provide valuable information through the auditing 

process and help to promote implementation of recommended ECMs.  

  

2. Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis (PEA).  RVE collects important facility data and establishes basic 

parameters for each building or facility.  Key indexing metrics, such as EUI and ECI are calculated 

to allow comparison of a facility's energy usage with other similar facilities across the country.  

  

3. Site Visit Procedures / Measurement.  RVE's energy auditing team meets with facility stakeholders 

and performs a walk-through analysis of each facility's energy-using systems.  In general, energy-

using systems may include the following:  

  

• Building Envelope (e.g. roof, walls, windows, doors);  

• Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning (HVAC);  

• Domestic Hot Water;  

• Lighting;  

• Plug Loads;   Plumbing Fixtures.  

  

4. Analyses.  RVE generates a description and analysis of the facility's energy-using systems.  This 

section will include estimated energy consumption broken down by end-use and a review of the 
facility's peak energy usage seasons.  
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5. Energy Conservation Measures.  RVE prepares recommendations for ECMs which can benefit the 

facility.  During the energy audit, RVE identifies aspects of the building's energy-using systems that 

can be improved to reduce energy consumption.  Some of these recommendations may have no 

implementation costs, such as ensuring that programmable thermostats are properly configured.  

  

6. Economic Evaluation.  RVE provides an estimate of the implementation costs associated with each 

ECM.  Cost estimates are derived using empirical data from recent projects or from reputable cost 

data repositories such as R.S. Means or Marshall & Swift.  In addition, RVE projects the annual 

energy savings associated with each ECM.  The cost estimate and annual energy savings allows 

RVE to calculate important metrics, such as the simple payback period, lifetime energy savings, 
lifetime cost benefit, expected useful life and return-on-investment.  These metrics enable facility 

owners to make informed decisions regarding the implementation of recommended ECMs.  

  

7. Audit Report.  RVE assembles all energy audit information into a comprehensive report.  Facility 

owners can refer to this report for general information about their facilities, background on why 

certain recommendations were made and how financial metrics and benefits were calculated.  
The report will also include relevant appendices to document the utility records for each facility 

as well as other information gathered during the audit.  

  

8. Follow-Up Meeting.  RVE will meet with facility stakeholders to review the energy audit and 

explain recommended ECMs.  If there are any comments or requests for clarification, the energy 

audit can be revised accordingly and then issued as a final energy audit.  

  

9. Implementation.  Once the final energy audit is complete and recommended ECMs have been 

presented to the facility owner, implementation is the next critical step.   Although certain ECMs 
can be straight forward to implement, RVE does offer a full range of engineering services to assist 

with implementation of ECMs.  RVE has a proven track record of completing a wide range of 

projects including weatherization, insulation, HVAC, solar power and even water pump upgrades.  

RVE can also assist clients by identifying possible grant funding sources to help fund the 

investment costs for ECM implementation.  

Facility Overview  
The Borough of Hatboro’s Public Works Facility consists of two garages, which provide offices for public 

works staff, and storage for the Borough’s vehicles and equipment necessary to perform the duties of 

the public works department. In 1983, the original garage, which houses the offices, was constructed. 

The building construction consists of CMU block walls and a flat, black EPDM rubber roof. The interior of 

the building is mostly service area and storage, with a section reserved for office spaces, a bathroom, 

and a staff kitchen. In 2016, the second garage was constructed to provide additional garage space for 

the Borough’s utility trucks. The building construction consists of a metal clad exterior wall and a 

plywood interior wall, with insulation between the two walls. The roof is also metal cladding, with 

exposed R-38 insulation on the interior. The original garage has a gross floor area of 8,430 square feet 
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(SF) (1,500 SF of which is reserved for the office space, bathroom, and kitchen area), and the newer 

garage has a gross floor area of 3,024 SF, bringing the total gross floor area of the Public Works Facility 

to 11,454 SF.   

  

To avoid confusion, the original garage will be referred to as Garage #1 and the newer garage 

constructed in 2016 will be referred to as Garage #2 for the remainder of this report.  

Occupancy  
The Public Works Facility is used for equipment storage, maintenance work, and Borough administrative 

purposes during normal working hours (6:30 AM to 3:00 PM, Monday through Friday) and occasionally 

on Saturdays. A breakdown of the occupancy can be found below:  

• Working Hours (6:30 AM – 3:00 PM) 3-5 staff members in the facility at any given time throughout 
the day (18 total staff members)  

• Saturday Hours (6:30 AM – 3:00 PM, once a month) 3-5 staff members  

Recent Projects  
Recent projects at the Public Works Facility include:  

1. Construction of Garage #2 (2016).  

2. Bathroom in Garage #1 in the process of being renovated.  

3. Mini-split system installed in second floor office and staff kitchen in Garage #1.  

Future Projects and Priorities  
Upcoming projects at this property include:  

1. Upgrades to Bathroom in Garage #1 ongoing.  

2. Mini-Split system to be installed in downstairs office and bathroom in Garage #1.  

Energy-Using Systems  

Building Envelope  
Garage #1 is constructed of CMU block with a flat, black EPDM rubber roof.  The exterior walls of the 

building are primarily painted CMU block, with some plaster areas. The offices, bathroom, and staff 

kitchen are in a two-story wood-framed area within the garage.  

  

Garage #2 consists of a metal clad exterior wall and a plywood interior wall, with insulation between the 

two walls. The roof is also metal cladding, with exposed R-38 insulation on the interior.  
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The bottoms of the garage doors for both buildings have worn weather stripping, and there is no existing 

weather stripping along the sides of the garage doors. There are two (2) exterior man doors in Garage #1 

that have worn weather stripping and one exterior man door in Garage #2 with weather stripping in 

good condition. Garage #1 has five (5) aluminum clad windows on the exterior of the building and two 

(2) aluminum clad windows in the staff kitchen that overlook the garage. Garage #2 has four (4) 

aluminum clad windows.  

Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning (HVAC)  
Garage #1 has three (3) gas fired Model-F Reznor Unit Heaters to heat the main garage bays. There are 

two (2) 200,000 Btu heaters and one (1) 400,000 Btu heater, all of which have an 80% efficiency rating. 

In the upstairs office and kitchen, an electric powered Mitsubishi split-system heat pump is used to 

provide both heating and air conditioning. The kitchen area also has a wall unit installed that hasn’t been 

operated since the new split system was installed. In the downstairs office, an electric LG 6,000 Btu wall 

unit is used to provide air conditioning and a small electric space heater is used for heating. The 

remaining small office in the garage uses an old electric Hampton Bay wall unit for air conditioning. 

There are plans to install another electric powered Mitsubishi split-system heat pump for the first-floor 

office and bathroom currently under construction.  

  

Garage #2 has two (2) gas fired XF Series 200,000 Btu Sterling Unit Heaters to heat the building and a 

ventilation system to provide fresh air to the building when the garage doors are closed and the gas 

heater is running.  

Domestic Hot Water  
Garage #1 uses a 38-gallon electric water heater (Rheem). The new bathroom, which is under 

construction, will make use of a new Bradford White tankless water heater rather than tying into the 

existing water heater, which would need to be up-sized otherwise. The Borough’s domestic hot water 

needs are limited to two (2) bathroom sinks, two (2) kitchen sinks and one (1) utility sink.  

  

There is no water connection in Garage #2.  

Lighting  
Garage #1 is primarily lit with florescent lights with manual controls.  There are some areas that were 

recently upgraded, such as the upstairs office and bathroom, that have had their fluorescent lighting 

replaced with LED fixtures.  Exit lights have previously been replaced with LED models for efficiency and 

longer life when compared to older florescent versions.  

  

Garage #2 is lit entirely by LED lighting.  
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The exterior site lighting at the Public Works Facility operates from dusk till dawn every night of the 

week using individual photocell controls.  

Plug Loads & Other  
This energy audit noted the following plug loads and other equipment:  

1. Computers (Qty. 6) – Office Use  

2. Printers (Qty. 3) – Office Use  

3. Mini-Refrigerator, Sanyo (Qty. 1) – Office Use  

4. Air Compressor, Devair (Qty. 1), Maintenance Use, Model No. TAPV-5052  

5. Refrigerator, Maytag (Qty. 1) – Staff Use, Model No. MSD2351HEW  

6. Refrigerator, Sears (Qty. 1) – Staff Use, Model No. 253.60412410  

7. Space Heaters (Qty. 1) – Small, under-desk unit  

8. AC Window Units (Qty. 3) – Office Use (only 2 are used)  

9. Stove, Hotpoint (Qty. 1) – Kitchen Use  

10. Vending Machine (Qty. 2) – Staff Use  

11. Microwave (Qty. 1) – Kitchen Use  

12. Toaster (Qty. 1) – Kitchen Use  

13. Toaster Oven (Qty. 1) – Kitchen Use  

14. Coffee Maker (Qty. 1) – Kitchen Use  

15. 40” Television (Qty. 2) – Staff Use   

Plumbing Fixtures  
All of the sinks observed in Garage #1 had aerators connected to them, with flows ranging from 2.0-2.2 

gpm. There is one utility sink in the garage.   

  

The only toilet in Garage #1 was rated at 1.6 gpf (gallons per flush). The new bathroom that is under 

construction will add another toilet (also rated at 1.6 gpf) and three (3) urinals, all rated at 1.8 gpf.  

  

There is currently one (1) water fountain/water bottle refill station located in the staff kitchen, which is 

rated as high efficiency.  

Historical Energy Usage and Cost  
Collecting and analyzing historical energy usage data is part of the Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis stage 

of an energy audit.  A review of a facility's monthly energy usage over a year or more will reveal seasonal 

patterns along with any abnormal spikes or lapses in usage.  By analyzing this information, the energy 

audit can better identify opportunities for potential for energy or cost savings.  Also, benchmarking the 

annual energy usage and costs for the existing facility enables the energy audit to calculate potential 

energy and cost savings for proposed ECMs.    
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To analyze the historical energy consumption at a facility, the monthly energy use, peak demand and 

costs over a 12-month period need to be collected to provide a complete picture of a facility's 

performance across all seasons.  Although not always available, additional utility data over 2 or 3 years 

can provide even more insight into seasonal patterns of energy usage and trends.  For this energy audit, 

2 years of utility records were provided for analysis.  

  

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, building occupancy has been significantly impacted from March 2020 

through the present day.  To avoid undesirable impacts on the energy audit analysis, RVE looked at 

utility data from both 2019 and 2020.  The 2019 data is representative of building occupancy under 

normal operating conditions and is used for analysis of the ECMs presented in this report.  It is notable 

that the rise of new technologies and innovations during the pandemic will have a permanent impact 

future facility operation, likely trending towards decreases in energy   

  

Another important tool for analyzing utility records is the concept of “base energy loads” and “seasonal 

energy loads”.  When looking at the utility usage of a building over a 12-month period, the average of 

the lowest three month’s usage represents the monthly base energy load. The base energy load is 

representative of the energy use attributed to the equipment or operations that are active or constant 

throughout the year.  Typical base loads include lighting, office equipment, appliances, domestic hot 

water, and ventilation.  Seasonal energy loads are typically comprised of the variable energy 

consumption in excess of the base load.  Seasonal loads are typically related to cooling and heating 

energy usage but can also be catalyzed by changes in a facility’s operation levels.  

Electricity  
The Borough of Hatboro currently purchases electricity for the Borough Hall from PECO Energy.  The 

Borough Hall was charged for electricity under the General Service tariff, which is appropriate.   

  

   PECO Energy Account No. 17602-01407  
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The Public Works Facility comparison chart (above) illustrates electricity usage over two (2) years, from 

December 2018 to November 2020.  The Public Works Facility consumed 56,158 kWh (191,617 kBtu) in 

2019 at a total cost of $4,732.20 for an average aggregated utility rate of $0.08 per kWh. The Public 

Works Facility consumed 53,311 kWh (181,311 kBtu) in 2020 at a total cost of $4,356.32 for an average 

aggregated utility rate of $0.08 per kWh.  

  
The annual electrical base load for the Public Works Facility in 2019 was 45,404 kWh and the annual 

seasonal load was 10,754 kWh.  The annual electrical base load for the Public Works Facility in 2020 was 

47,068 kWh and the annual seasonal load was 6,243 kWh.    

  

Natural Gas  
The Borough of Hatboro currently purchases natural gas for this property from PECO Energy.  

  

   PECO Energy Account No. 17602-01407  
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The Public Works Facility uses natural gas for heating.  The Monthly Gas Use chart (above) illustrates gas 

used over a 24-month period from December 2018 to November 2020.  The Public Works Facility 

consumed 6,981 CCF (716,251 kBtu) of Natural Gas in 2019 at a total cost of $6,796.73 for an average 

aggregated utility rate of $0.97 per CCF. The Public Works Facility consumed 4,686 CCF (480,784 kBtu) of 

Natural Gas in 2020 at a total cost of $4,323.04 for an average aggregated utility rate of $0.92 per CCF.   

  

The annual gas base load for the Public Works Facility in 2019 was 0 CCF and the annual seasonal load 

was 6,981 CCF.   The annual gas base load for the Borough Hall in 2020 was 0 CCF and the annual 

seasonal load was 4,686 CCF.  As the only natural gas consumption for the Public Works Facility is 

heating (all domestic hot water is supplied by electrical means), the seasonal load is the annual gas 

usage.   

Water & Sewer  
The Borough of Hatboro currently purchases water from Aqua America and sewer from the Upper 

Moreland-Hatboro Joint Sewer Authority (UMHJSA) for this property.  

• Aqua America Account No. 000136333 1426810  

• UMHJSA Account No. 7174  

  

The Public Works Facility used 89,000 gallons of water from Aqua America at a total cost of $2,197.10 in 

2019. The average aggregated water rate was $0.02 per gallon in 2019. The Public Works Facility used 

104,000 gallons of water from Aqua America at a total cost of $2,442.44 in 2020. The average 

aggregated water rate was $0.02 per gallon in 2020. The Borough pays UMHJSA a quarterly rate for 

treatment of the sanitary sewage of the Public Works Facility. In 2019 the Borough paid UMHJSA 
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$171.36 for a quarterly average payment of $42.84. In 2020 the Borough paid UMHJSA $183.36 for a 

quarterly average payment of $45.84.  

Benchmarking Results  
RVE began the energy audit by conducting a Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis (PEA) to determine the 

facility’s current energy and cost efficiencies relative to other similar facilities.  This is done by calculating 

the Energy Utilization Index (EUI) and Energy Cost Index (ECI), representing annual energy use and cost, 

respectively, per square foot of building.  The results of this analysis are presented in the PEA 

Benchmarking Table, below:  

  

   Table 1: PEA Benchmarking Data Table    

Property  
Area 

(SF)  

 Energy   Water & Sewer  

Annual  
Energy Use  

(kBtu)  

Annual  
Energy Cost  

($)  

  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  

Average  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  
ECI 

($/SF)  

Annual  
Water Use  

(gal)  

Annual  
Water &  

Sewer Cost  
($)  

Hatboro Public  
Works  

Department  
Facility  

11,454  907,870  $11,529  79.3  63.5  $1.01  89,000  $2,368  

   

A public works facility is not listed as one of Energy Star’s property types in their Technical Reference 

Guide, so vehicle repair was chosen as the most similar use to the Borough’s facility. For comparison, the 

average Site EUI for vehicle repair is 47.9 kBtu/SF (2021 U.S. Energy Use Intensity by Property Type, 

Published by Energy Star Portfolio Manager). The facility has a higher Site EUI than other similar 

facilities. Much of this can be attributed to the higher-than-average annual heating costs, which are the 

result of aged, inefficient unit heaters.  

Energy Conservation Measures  
The objectives for this energy audit include identifying Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs), 

determining implementation costs, and calculating cost savings. An ECM is a measure that reduces a 

facility's on-site energy consumption while simultaneously maintaining acceptable levels of Indoor 

Environmental Quality (IEQ), service, and meeting operational requirements.   

About the ECM Analysis  
The payback period for an ECM is determined by comparing the total installation cost of the ECM with 

the annual cost savings generated by the ECM.    
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Payback Period (years) = ECM Installation Cost ($) / Annual ECM Cost Savings ($/yr)  

  

The Return on Investment (ROI) is determined by comparing the projected lifetime cost savings of an 

ECM with the cost to implement the ECM.  An ROI of 0% indicates that an ECM’s projected lifetime cost 

savings will equal the implementation cost.  If an ECM’s ROI is greater than 0%, then the analysis 

indicates that implementation costs will be paid back, and additional cost savings will be realized.  

  

ROI = (Lifetime ECM Cost Savings ($) - ECM Installation Cost ($)) / ECM Installation Cost ($) * 100%  

  

The analysis of certain ECMs may be presented on a “burnout” basis.  In this scenario, an existing piece 

of equipment would not be replaced until it fails or requires costly maintenance.  When the existing 

piece of equipment has reached the end of its useful life it can usually be replaced with a similar 

efficiency unit or a higher efficiency unit, normally at a higher cost.  The burnout analysis projects the 

savings, payback, and ROI for choosing the higher efficiency replacement unit.  For many building 

owners, the concept of burnout analysis is the most practical means of upgrading to high efficiency 

equipment.  

  

Although ECMs can be implemented individually, a common approach is to bundle several ECMs 

together for implementation.  By “packaging” ECMs together, property owners can combine quick 

payback ECMs (e.g., lighting) with longer payback ECMs (e.g., windows) so that the overall package of 

ECMs results in an acceptable payback period.  

  

In addition to simple economic considerations, there may be other factors influencing the 

implementation of ECMs.  Planned capital improvement projects, aesthetic upgrades, addressing 

physical needs and meeting ADA accessibility requirements can be leveraged to implement ECMs 

concurrently.  As an example, a project to install ADA compliant exterior doors can easily include 

weather-stripping measures.    

Lighting ECMs  
  

ECM-1: Light Bulb Replacements  

Replace existing light bulbs in Garage #1 with more efficient replacement products.  The Lighting 

Analysis (Appendix E) lists the locations where light bulbs are to be replaced.   
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ECM-2: Light Occupancy 

Sensors  

A majority of the existing lighting in Garage #1 is operated using manual light switches. By replacing the 

existing switches with occupancy sensor light switches, the amount of time the rooms are lit throughout 

the year can be reduced by up to 50% (and up to 75% in bathrooms). As the garage areas are very large, 

it would be difficult to include occupancy sensors in these areas. The sensors would be placed in the 

office areas, bathroom, and staff kitchen.  

  

Table ECM-2: Light Occupancy Sensors 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $750 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 9,726 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $228.03 

Simple Payback (years) 3.3 

Expected Useful Life (years) 15 

Return On Investment (ROI) 356% 

Insulation ECMs  
  

ECM-3: Insulated Garage Doors  

The five (5) existing garage doors in Garage #1 are made of steel and provide very little protection from 
the outside air, resulting in large heating losses each heating season. By replacing the existing doors with 
new, insulated garage doors, the Public Works Facility would be more efficiently heated in the colder 
months of the year.  

  

Table ECM-3: Insulated Garage Doors 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $32,362 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 171,573 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $1,628.11 

Simple Payback (years) 19.9 

Expected Useful Life (years) 30 

Return On Investment (ROI) 51% 

  

ECM-4: Weather Stripping  

At Garage #1, the two (2) exterior man doors and the five (5) garage doors have missing or deteriorated 
weather-stripping or sweeps. RVE recommends installing/replacing new weather-stripping along the top 
and sides of the exterior man doors and garage doors and new door sweeps at the bottom of exterior 

Table ECM-1: Light Bulb Replacements 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $2,134 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 41,629 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $1,087.92 

Simple Payback (years) 2.0 

Expected Useful Life (years) (varies) 

Return On Investment (ROI) 872% 
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man doors and garage doors to ensure a weather-tight seal that will prevent air infiltration. Without 
proper weather-stripping, a standard door can experience approximately 40 cfm of air infiltration and a 
commercial garage door can experience approximately 115 cfm of air infiltration (varies on wind 
exposure and opening size). This translates to sizeable heating losses in the winter.  
  

Table ECM-4: Weather Stripping 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $2,425 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 31,042 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $294.57 

Simple Payback (years) 8.2 

Expected Useful Life (years) 10 

Return On Investment (ROI) 21% 

Mechanical ECMs  
  

ECM-5: High Efficiency Unit Heaters  

The current Unit Heaters used in Garage #1 and Garage #2 are all rated with 80% efficiency. New heaters 

can be rated up to 96% efficiency. By replacing the existing heaters with these high efficiency unit 

heaters, the Public Works Facility’s annual heating costs could be reduced by more than 16%.   

  

Table ECM-5: High Efficiency Unit Heaters 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $18,080 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 114,600 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $1,088.76 

Simple Payback (years) 16.6 

Expected Useful Life (years) 25 

Return On Investment (ROI) 51% 

  

ECM-6: Infrared Tube Heaters  

As mentioned above, the current heating method of the Public Works Facility garages are unit heaters. 

This form of heating has been used for decades in warehouses and garages, but newer technology such 

as gas-fired infrared tube heaters are much more effective for heating large areas with high ceilings. 

Infrared tube heaters are rated at 93% efficiency and by using radiant heat, rather than convection to 

heat the space, the amount of time that the units would need to run could be reduced by up to 20% of 

that of unit heaters. By switching from unit heaters to infrared tube heaters, the annual savings would 

be substantial, and provide a more comfortable heated space for the public works employees.  
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Table ECM-6: Infrared Tube Heaters 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $32,400 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 236,363 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $2,245.56 

Simple Payback (years) 14.4 

Expected Useful Life (years) 20 

Return On Investment (ROI) 39% 

Water ECMs  
  

ECM-7: Aerator Replacement  

The sinks observed in Garage #1 all had aerators connected to them, with flows ranging from 2.0-2.2 

gpm. New aerators can be installed rated at 1.5 gpm. By replacing all of the existing aerators, the 

Borough can see a substantial reduction in water usage.   

  

Table ECM-7: Sink Aerator Replacement 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $105 

Annual Water Savings (gal) 1,646 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $40.63 

Simple Payback (years) 2.6 

Expected Useful Life (years) 15 

Return On Investment (ROI) 480% 

Renewable Energy  
A primary motivation for performing this energy audit is to identify cost saving and energy conservation 
measures. While a major focus of this should always include energy conservation measures as a means 
of reducing costs, it’s important to consider other areas for potential energy cost savings. Garage #1 has 
a large flat roof which may be suitable for the installation of a rooftop mounted photovoltaic system. A 
photovoltaic system can produce large amounts of renewable electricity which will reduce the Public 
Works Facility’s total energy purchasing requirement. With this in mind, this energy audit includes a 
brief analysis of available installation areas and the approximate energy outputs of an installed 
photovoltaic system.  
  

Using the available open rooftop space, Garage #1 can accommodate a large rooftop solar panel array 
with a DC rating of up to 48.5 kW DC. Although the system analyzed in this energy audit is sized based on 
a filling all available rooftop space, the system can easily be scaled down based on any budget 
constraints. An initial site analysis has been performed using the National Renewable Energy  
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Laboratory’s PV Watts Calculator program (Appendix F). Based on the array size, the number of panels 
and preliminary layout, the system output can be simulated, and the economic benefit of the system can 
be calculated in order to determine the array’s expected Payback Period and Return on Investment. 

Below, Table RE-1 summarizes the installation cost, annual energy generation and revenue from the 
sale of Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs).  
  

  

  Table RE‐1: Solar Array Analysis Summary    

Location  
Area 

(SF)  

System  
Size (kW 

DC)  
System 

Cost  

Annual  
Energy  

Generation  
(kWh)  

Annual  
Energy Cost  

Savings  
Annual  
SREC  

Revenue  

Payback  
Period  
(Years)  

Return on  
Investment  

(ROI)  

Garage #1  6,930  48.5  $121,250  60,750  $5,119.15  $5,691.17  15.9  88.3%  

  

Assumptions: The system cost is conservatively estimated at $2.50 per installed DC Watt. Electricity cost 
savings are based on an assumed utility rate of $0.08 per kWh. Annual SREC revenue has been estimated 
using the Pennsylvania spot market price of $41.00 for SRECs on 8/3/2021.  
  

The system’s generated energy is slightly higher than the annual energy usage of the Public Works 
Facility. Therefore, a system of this size would reduce the facility’s annual electricity bill to zero and 
make it a net generator. The system’s initial ROI of 88.3% indicates that a solar panel array should be 
pursued if the installation cost can be subsidized in whole or in part through various state or federal 
programs. Numerous state and federal programs are currently in place to further incentivize renewable 
energy installations through grants and affordable financing. A brief description of said programs is given 
in the “Funding for Energy Conservation Measures” section of the energy audit. For example, if the 
Borough secures grant funds with a 1 to 1 matching funds requirement, then the system’s ROI will 
increase to approximately 140%. Also, while a conservative unit cost of $2.50 was used for this analysis, 
competitive bidding can result in total system costs as low as $1.75 to $2.00 per installed DC Watt.  
  

Before deciding to pursue a solar installation, RVE recommends that the Borough have a full Solar Shade 
Analysis performed on their roof location to evaluate the potential shading effects of nearby buildings, 
trees, utility poles, etc.. For more information regarding any of the programs listed below, visit 
www.dsireusa.org.  

Implementation  
To experience the energy and cost saving benefits of this energy audit, some or all the recommended 

ECMs must be implemented by the property owner.  While some measures are straightforward and can 

be implemented by the property owner themselves, others may require technical knowledge and 

experience to be successful.  RVE can assist property owners with implementation and with identifying 

project funding sources.  Information regarding our engineering services and current project funding 

opportunities has been provided below.  
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RVE Services & Experience  
Remington & Vernick Engineers is a full-service engineering firm capable of providing on-call consulting, 

engineering design, project bidding and construction management services.  A sampling of projects 

related to the implementation of energy audit type recommendations have been provided below.  More 

detailed qualifications can be provided upon request.  

  

1. Lansdale Electrical Building Garage Heater Replacement (2021)  

RVE provided design engineering and bidding services to the Borough of Lansdale for the 

replacement of eight (8) existing oil-fired unit heaters within the main garage bays used by the 

Borough's Electric Department.  

  

  

  

  

2. Lansdale Borough Hall Solar Array (2019)  

RVE provided design engineering, bidding, and construction management services to the 

Borough of Lansdale for the installation of a roof mounted solar array on top of the Lansdale 

Borough Hall.  

  

3. Town of Goldsboro Maryland Smart Energy Communities Project (2017)  

RVE provided design engineering and bidding services to the Town of Goldsboro to find and 

implement ways of reducing their electrical energy usage in their Town Hall. In the end, the 

Town of Goldsboro was able to reduce their annual electrical energy costs by more than 15% by 

implementing the plans proposed by RVE.  

  

4. Borough of Hatboro HVAC System Replacement & Installation of New Fire Protection System 

Project (Ongoing)  

RVE is providing design engineering, bidding, and construction management services to the 

Borough of Hatboro to upgrade their existing HVAC system in the Hatboro Borough Hall. The 

project has been bid, and is currently pending award.  

Funding for Energy Conservation Measures  
The U.S. Department of Energy maintains a Database of State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency 

(DSIRE) type projects.  In Pennsylvania, there are numerous state grant and loan programs which can be 

used to implement the Energy Conservation Measures recommended within this energy audit.  
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Furthermore, this energy audit can be used as a sound basis for making applications to funding 

programs.   

  

For more information regarding available funding programs, visit www.dsireusa.org.  
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HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

BASIC SITE INFORMATION 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

Project Name  

Hatboro Energy Audit - Hatboro Public Works Department Building 

Client Name 

Borough of Hatboro 

Site Address 

459 Oakdale Avenue 

 City/State Year 

Hatboro, PA 19040  1812 

 Building Type  and/or Functions Gross Area 

Garage/Maintenance Storage  11,454 

 Lease Type No. Stories 

 
 

2 
 

Key Contacts 

 Name and Position Phone/Email 

 Ed Frydlewicz, Superintendent of Public Works (215) 443-9100, efrydlewicz@myhatboro.org 

Kyler Dermer, Deputy Superintendent of Public  
Works 

(215) 443-9100, kdermer@myhatboro.org 

   

  

  

  

 
Electric: None 
Gas: None 
Water: None 

NOTE: Request utility/fuel bills for two- to three-year period. 

Economic Criteria for Energy Projects 

Previous Audit or Engineering Study Availability 

Notes 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

                  © 2011 ASHRAE 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source 

in the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 
ELECTRIC 

Utility/Supplier Name 

Account Number 

Meter Number 

Rate 

Schedule  

Name/Number Notes on Rate 

 

PECO  

17602-01407 

125644987 

Electric Commercial Service 0-100kW 

 

YEAR: 2019 

Bill Date Month 
Days in  
Period 

Ave.  
Temp.  

F ( ) 

Actual  
Demand  

) kW ( 

Billed  
Demand  

kW ( ) 

Electric  
Use  

) kWh ( 

Demand  
Cost     
( $ ) 

Electric  
Use      

) $ ( 

Other  
Fees     

) $ ( 

Total Bill  
) ( $ 

January $368 5922 34 8/2019 / 1 

February 7/2019 30 5976 $497 / 2 

March 3 / 8/2019 5814 $484 29 

April 4 / 6/2019 29 5201 $427 

May / 7/2019 31 3914 $338 5 

June  6 / 6/2019 30 3616 $310 

July / 6/2019 30 4079 $368 7 

August 8 $418 4868 31 6/2019 / 

September $381 9 4155 30 5/2019 / 

October $360 3957 29 4/2019 / 10 

November $344 11 / 2/2019 29 3821 

December $436 4835 33 5/2019 / 12 

Annual Totals 56,158 $4,732 $0 $0 $0 

Peak Demand (kW) 0 

Total Annual Cost ($) $4,732 

Effective Rate ($/kWh) $0.08 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source 

in the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 
ELECTRIC 

Utility/Supplier Name 

Account Number 

Meter Number 

Rate 

Schedule  

Name/Number Notes on Rate 

 
NATURAL GAS 

PECO  

17602-01407 

125644987 

Electric Commercial Service 0-100kW 

 

YEAR: 2020 

Month Bill Date 
Days in  
Period 

Ave.  
Temp.  

) F ( 

Actual  
Demand  

( kW ) 

Billed  
Demand  

( kW ) 

Electric  
Use  

( kWh ) 

Demand  
Cost       
( $ ) 

Electric  
Use      

) ( $ 

Other  
  Fees     

( $ ) 

Total Bill  
( $ ) 

January 8/2020 / 1 $418 5035 34 

February $428 2 5097 30 7/2020 / 

March 3 7/2020 29 4774 $387 / 

April 4 / 7/2020 31 4326 $349 

May 4037 $311 6/2020 / 5 29 

June  6 / 5/2020 3709 30 $284 

July 7/2020 32 4322 $354 7 / 

August 8 $386 4323 29 5/2020 / 

September $355 9 4165 29 3/2020 / 

October $323 4021 30 3/2020 / 10 

November $357 11 / 4/2020 32 4410 

December $405 5092 31 5/2020 / 12 

Annual Totals 53,311 $4,356 $0 $0 $0 

Peak Demand (kW) 0 

Total Annual Cost ($) $4,356 

Effective Rate ($/kWh) $0.08 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Account Number 

PECO  

17602-01407 

128001540 

Gas Commercial Service 

 

Month Bill Date 
Days in  
Period 

Ave.  
Temp.  

(F) 

Actual  
Demand*  
(______) 

Billed  
Demand*  
(______) 

cubic 

feet (NG) 

Demand  
Cost     
($) 

Gas Use  
($) 

Other  
Fees     
($) 

Total Bill  
($) 

 

January 1/8/2019 34 
   

1312 
   

$1,231 
 

February 2/7/2019 30 
   

2107 
   

$1,950 

March 3/8/2019 29 
   

1660 
   

$1,536 

April 4/6/2019 29 
   

810 
   

$919 

May 5/7/2019 31 
   

50 
   

$83 

June  6/6/2019 30 
   

15 
   

$46 

July 7/6/2019 30 
   

0 
   

$30 

August 8/6/2019 31 
   

0 
   

$30 

September 9/5/2019 30 
   

0 
   

$30 

October 10/4/2019 29 
   

1 
   

$31 

November 11/2/2019 29 
   

11 
   

$40 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Meter Number 

Rate Schedule Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

YEAR:  2019  

December 12/5/2019 33 
   

1015 
   

$873 

Annual Totals 6,981 $0 $0 $0 $6,797 
 

* Choose appropriate units for gas (typically MMBtu, therms, or MCF). 

0 

$6,797 

$0.97 

Peak Demand (______) 

Total Annual Cost ($) 

Effective Rate ($/CCF) 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

NATURAL GAS 

Account Number 

PECO  

17602-01407 

128001540 

Gas Commercial Service 

 

Month Bill Date 
Days in  
Period 

Ave.  
Temp.  

(F) 

Actual  
Demand*  
(______) 

Billed  
Demand*  
(______) 

cubic 

feet (NG) 

Demand  
Cost     
($) 

Gas Use  
  

($) 

Other  
Fees      

($) 

Total Bill  
($) 

 

January 1/8/2020 34 
   

1520 
   

$1,307 
 

February 2/7/2020 30 
   

1503 
   

$1,293 

March 3/7/2020 29 
   

1016 
   

$895 

April 4/7/2020 31 
   

202 
   

$211 

May 5/6/2020 29 
   

73 
   

$96 

June  6/5/2020 30 
   

10 
   

$39 

July 7/7/2020 32 
   

0 
   

$30 

August 8/5/2020 29 
   

0 
   

$30 

September 9/3/2020 29 
   

0 
   

$30 

October 10/3/2020 30 
   

0 
   

$30 

November 11/4/2020 32 
   

31 
   

$56 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Meter Number 

Rate Schedule Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

YEAR: 2020  

December 12/5/2020 31 
   

331 
   

$304 

Annual Totals 4,686 $0 $0 $0 $4,323 
 

* Choose appropriate units for gas (typically MMBtu, therms, or MCF). 

0 

$4,323 

$0.92 

Peak Demand (______) 

Total Annual Cost ($) 

Effective Rate ($/CCF) 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

WATER 

Account Number 

Aqua America 

000136333 1426810 

16045598 

1 1/2" Service 

 

Month Bill Date 
Days in  
Period 

Ave 

Temp (F) 

Actual  
Demand*  
(_______) 

Billed  
Demand*  
(_______) 

Use* 

(Gallons) 

Demand  
Cost     
($) 

Gas Use  
  

($) 

Other  
Fees      

($) 

Total Bill  
($) 

December 12/19/2018 28 
   

4500 
   

$145 

January 1/16/2019 28 
   

5000 
   

$161 

February 2/21/2019 36 
   

7000 
   

$172 

March 3/20/2019 27 
   

6000 
   

$150 

April 4/18/2019 29 
   

5000 
   

$153 

May 5/18/2019 30 
   

7000 
   

$172 

June 6/20/2019 33 
   

8000 
   

$192 

July 7/19/2019 29 
   

7000 
   

$184 

August 8/20/2019 32 
   

8000 
   

$196 

September 9/22/2019 33 
   

8000 
 

     
 

$196 

October 10/20/2019 28 
   

8000 
   

$199 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Meter Number 

Rate Schedule  
Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

* Other utilities might be purchased steam, purchased chilled water, LPG, or fuel 
oil.YEAR: 2019  

November 11/21/2019 32 
   

15500 
   

$278 

Annual Totals 89,000 $0 $0 $0 $2,197 

* Use units corresponding to those on the bill.  

Peak Demand (______) 

Total Annual Cost ($) 

0  

$2,197 

Effective Rate ($/Gal.) $0.02 
  



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

WATER 

Account Number 

Aqua America 

000136333 1426810 

16045598 

1 1/2" Service 

 

Month Bill Date 
Days in  
Period 

Ave.  
Temp.  

(F) 

Actual  
Demand*  
(_______) 

Billed  
Demand*  
(_______) 

Use* 

(Gallons) 

Demand  
Cost     
($) 

Gas Use  
  

($) 

Other  
Fees      

($) 

Total Bill  
($) 

December 12/20/2019 29 
   

9500 
   

$225 

January 1/21/2020 32 
   

6000 
   

$173 

February 2/21/2020 31 
   

7000 
   

$184 

March 3/20/2020 28 
   

7500 
   

$190 

April 4/21/2020 32 
   

5500 
   

$168 

May 5/19/2020 28 
   

4500 
   

$137 

June 6/17/2020 29 
   

6000 
   

$173 

July 7/21/2020 34 
   

20500 
   

$334 

August 8/20/2020 30 
   

9000 
   

$211 

September 9/19/2020 30 
   

8000 
   

$196 

October 10/20/2020 31 
   

8500 
   

$206 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Meter Number 

Rate Schedule  
Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

* Other utilities might be purchased steam, purchased chilled water, LPG, or fuel 
oil.YEAR: 2020 

November 11/20/2020 31 
   

12000 
   

$246 

 
Annual Totals 104,000 $0 $0 $0 $2,442 

* Use units corresponding to those on the bill.   

Peak Demand (______) 

Total Annual Cost ($) 

0 

$2,442 

Effective Rate ($/Gal.) $0.02 
  



 

 

ENERGY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

Energy Type 
Total Annual  

Use 
Units 

Conversion  
Multiplier 

 kBtu  
Total Annual  

Cost ($) 

Electricity 56,158 kWh 3.412142               1 91,619  $              4,732.00  

Natural Gas  698,100 cubic feet (NG) 1.026               7 16,251 $              6,797.00 

Purchased Steam 
  

0                          -    
 

Purchased Hot Water 
  

0                          -    
 

Purchased Chilled Water 
  

0                          -    
 

Oil #: 
  

0                          -    
 

Propane 
  

0                          -    
 

Coal 
  

0                          -    
 

Thermal—On-Site Generated 
  

0                          -    
 

Other 
  

0                          -    
 

Electricity—On-Site Generated 
  

0                          -    
 

Thermal or Electricity—Exported 
  

0                          -    
 

   
0                          -    

 

Total 
   

            907,870 $         11,529.00 

   

Gross Conditioned Area 

EUI (kBtu/ft^2) 

11454 
 

                 79.3 



 

 

Target Finder Score* 

CBECS EUI (for comparable , kBtu/ft^2) 

ECI ($/ft^2) 

 

63.5 

$               1.01 

   

Notes: 

Total Annual Use & Cost based on Year 2019 data only. 

  

* Additional data may be required for your building type. 
  

 
                 © 2011 ASHRAE 

Appendix B – Domestic Water 

Survey  



 

 

DOMESTIC WATER SURVEY 

Owner:        Borough of Hatboro 
Property: Hatboro Public Works Facility 

Building Description Manufacturer Model Fuel 

Fuel Input Gas  
(Btuh) or  

Electric (kWh) 
Tank Size  

(Gal) 
Estimated  
Age (Year) 

Energy Use  
(kBtu/year) 

G-1 Hot Water Heater Bradford White RTG-K-199N1 Gas 199000 N/A 1              53,896  

G-1 Hot Water Heater Rheem XE38S06ST45UI Electric 4.5 38 5 18,275 
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Appendix C – HVAC Survey  



 

 

HVAC SURVEY 

Owner:      Borough of Hatboro 
Property: Hatboro Public Works Facility 

Building Location in Building Description Space Served Manufacturer Model Fuel 
Estimated  
MFG Date Controls 

G-1 Roof Split-System Heat Pump Upstairs Office & Kitchen Mitsubishi MXZ-2C20NA2 Elec 2017 Manual 
G-1 Garage - Main Bay Unit Heater Warehouse Reznor Model F-400 Gas Unk. Manual 
G-1 Garage - Second Bay Unit Heater Warehouse Reznor Model F-200 Gas Unk. Manual 
G-1 Garage - Second Bay Unit Heater Warehouse Reznor Model F-200 Gas Unk. Manual 
G-1 Downstairs Office AC Wall Unit Downstairs Office LG LW6015ER Elec 2015 Manual 
G-1 Mechanical Office AC Wall Unit Mechanical Office Hampton Bay Unknown Elec 2010 Manual 
G-2 Garage Unit Heater Warehouse Sterling Model XF-200 Gas 2016 Manual 
G-2 Garage Unit Heater Warehouse Sterling Model XF-200 Gas 2016 Manual 
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Appendix D – Lighting Survey  



 

 

LIGHTING SURVEY 

Owner:                  Borough of Hatboro 
Property: Hatboro Public Works Facility 

Building Location in Building 
No. of 

Fixtures Fixture Type Lamp Type Ballast Type 
No. Lamps 

per Fixture Watts/Lamp 
Garage #1 Main Bay 15 1' x 8' 96" T12 Electronic 2 110 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Work Bench 1 2' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 4 34 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Back Hallway 2 1' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 2 34 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Back Hallway 2 1 Lamp Incandescent Electronic 1 100 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Downstairs Office 4 1' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 2 34 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Bathroom 2 2' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 4 34 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Bathroom 2 1' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 2 34 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Bathroom 2 1 Lamp Incandescent Electronic 1 60 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Upstairs Office 4 1' x 4' 48" LED Electronic 2 16 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Staff Kitchen 4 2' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 4 34 

Garage #1 Main Bay - Mechanical Office 1 2' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 4 34 

Garage #1 Second Bay 10 1' x 8' 96" T12 Electronic 2 110 

Garage #1 Exterior  4 1 Lamp HPS Electronic 4 150 

Garage #2 Main Bay 16 1' x 8' 96" LED Electronic 2 45 

Garage #2 Exterior 10 1 Lamp LED Downward Electronic 1 30 
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Appendix E – Lighting Analysis  

  



 

 

LIGHTING REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS    

Owner: Borough of Hatboro 
Property: Hatboro Public Works Facility    

Total Cost of all Lighting Improvements: 
Total Annual Energy Savings (kWh): 

Total Annual Cost 

Savings: Simple Payback 

Period (years): 
Return On Investment: 

Calculation Assumptions: 
Average Energy Costs ($/kWh) 

(kBtu): 41629 

 
 

 Existing Lamp / Ballast / Fixture   Recommended Replacement Lamp / Ballast / Fixture 

# Location Quantity 
Hours /  
Week Product Wattage Useful Life Lumens Cost ($/EA) Product Wattage Useful Life Lumens Cost ($/EA) 

1 Garage #1 50 48 
Lamps: T12 96" Fluorescent  

Tube 110                 12,000                 6,750   $       15.87   Lamps: 96" LED           42            50,000                    6,930   $       26.98  

2 Garage #1 48 48 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         2.83   Lamps: 48" LED           16            50,000                    2,000   $         8.80  
3 Garage #1 2 48 Lamps: Incandescant 100                  3,000                1,020   $         2.00  Lamps: LED          14           25,000                   1,500  $         2.00  
4 Garage #1 2 48 Lamps: Incandescant 60                  1,000                   800   $         1.00  Lamps: LED            9           25,000                   2,160  $         2.47  
5 Garage #1: Exterior 4 84 Lamps: HPS 150                24,000              15,800   $         7.14  Lamps: LED Corn Bulb        100           50,000                 14,000  $       88.46  

 Payback Analysis (per Lamp)   Payback Analysis (All Lamps) 

# 
1 

Building 

Garage #1 

 

Annual Energy Savings (kWh) 
                                            170 

Annual Cost  
Savings ($) 
$        16.04 

Simple Payback 

Period (years) 
1.7 

Net Savings 

over Useful Life 
$           294.37 

 
Total Replacement Cost of 

all Units ($) 
$                            1,349.00 

Annual  
Energy  
Savings 

(kWh) 
   8,486  

Net Annual  
Cost Savings  

($) 
$        802.08 

Net Savings over  
Useful Life ($) 

$         14,718.25 

Return on  
Investment  

(ROI) 
1091% 

2 
3 

Garage #1 
Garage #1                                                45                                             

215 
$          3.64 

$        19.28 
2.4 
0.1 

$             64.18 

$           191.12  
$                               422.40 

$                                   4.00 
   2,157       

429  
$        174.86 

$          38.56 
$           3,080.40 

$              382.23 
729% 

9556% 

4 Garage #1                                              127 $        12.81 0.2 $           125.89  $                                   4.94       255  $          25.63 $              251.77 5097% 

5 Garage #1: Exterior                                             218 $        11.70 7.6 $             45.46 $                               353.84       874 $          46.80 $              181.82 51% 

$2,134.18 
12200 

$1,087.92 
2.0 

872 % 

0.08 
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Appendix F – Solar Analysis: PV Watts Study  



 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

Appendix G – Pictures  
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Photo 1 – Facility Yard  
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Photo 2 – Bathroom(First Floor)/Kitchen (Second Floor)  
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Photo 3 – Existing Vending Machines and Refrigerator  
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Photo 4 – Main Bay Hallway  
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Photo 5 – Existing Electric Water Heater  
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Photo 6 – Main Bay of Warehouse #1  
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Photo 7 – Split System  
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Photo 8 – Tankless Water Heater  
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Photo 9 – Warehouse #1 Garage Doors  
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 Photo 10 – Warehouse #1 Unit Heaters    
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 Photo 11 – Warehouse #1 Rooftop    
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Photo 12 – Warehouse #2  
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Photo 13 – Warehouse #2 Insulation and Garage Doors  
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Photo 13 – Warehouse #2 Unit Heater  
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Executive Summary  

Background  
In January 2021, the Borough of Hatboro selected Remington & Vernick Engineers (RVE) to provide 

individual energy audits for two of the Borough’s properties: The Borough Hall and the Public Works 

Department Facility.  This energy audit was performed for the Borough Hall located at 414 S York Road, 

Hatboro, PA 19040.  RVE conducted a site visit to this facility on May 21, 2021.  

Benchmarking  
RVE began the energy audit by conducting a Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis (PEA) to determine the 

facility’s current energy and cost efficiencies relative to other similar facilities.  This is done by 

calculating the Site and Source Energy Utilization Index (EUI), which are the total amount of raw fuel 

needed to operate a site, and the total energy consumed by that site, respectively, per square foot of 

the building. Along with the EUIs, the Energy Cost Index (ECI) is determined to reflect the energy cost 

per square foot of building.  The results of this analysis are presented in the PEA Benchmarking Table, 

below:  

  

   Table 1: PEA Benchmarking Data Table    

Property  
Area  
(SF)  

 Energy   Water & Sewer  

Annual  
Energy Use  

(kBtu)  

Annual  
Energy Cost  

($)  

  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  

Average  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  
ECI 

($/SF)  

Annual  
Water Use  

(gal)  

Annual  
Water &  

Sewer Cost  
($)  

Hatboro 

Borough Hall  16,400  692,210  $12,315.40  42.2  52.9  $0.75  (See Below)  $1,406.08  

   

The Borough’s water usage is billed monthly a fixed monthly cost charged by Aqua America. The 

monthly billing does not record the actual monthly usage.  

  

For comparison, the average Site EUI for buildings used for commercial offices is 52.9 kBtu/SF (2021 U.S. 

Energy Use Intensity by Property Type, Published by Energy Star Portfolio Manager).  Therefore, this 

facility has a lower EUI and uses less energy than other similar facilities. The building’s relatively low EUI 

is at least partially attributable to the lighter occupancy of some spaces within the building.  

ECM Summary  
The objectives for this energy audit include identifying Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs), 

determining implementation costs and calculating cost savings. An ECM is a measure that reduces a 

facility's on-site energy consumption while simultaneously maintaining acceptable levels of Indoor 
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Environmental Quality (IEQ), service, and meeting operational requirements.  A complete listing of the 

ECMs for this facility, along with projected information regarding implementation costs, energy savings, 

cost savings and other metrics, has been provided in the ECM Summary Table, below:  

  

  

  

  Table 2: ECM Summary Table     

ECM  
No.  Description  Cost ($)  

Annual Savings   Simple  
Payback  

(Yrs)  

ROI (%)  

Energy  
(kBtu)  

Energy  
(kWh)  

Water  
(gal)  Cost ($)  

ECM‐5  Weather Stripping  
Exterior Doors  

$600  30,573      $543.95  1.1  807%  

ECM‐1  Light Bulb Replacement  $4,365  45,023  13,195    $1,107.39  3.8  712%  

ECM‐2  Light Occupancy Sensors  $3,875  31,648  9,275.226    $742.02  5.2  187%  

ECM‐4  Window Replacement  $150,000  256,293      $4,559.91  32.9  ‐9%  

ECM‐3  Attic Insulation  
Replacement  

$12,750  16,540      $294.28  43.3  131%  

ECM‐6  Full HVAC Replacement  $1,300,000.00  61,351      $1,091.54  1191.0  ‐98%  

ECM‐7  Sink Aerator 

Replacement  
$175      2,464  N/A  N/A  N/A  

  

The ECMs have been presented in the table above by order of their simple payback periods. As you can 

see, ECM-4 and ECM-6 have long payback periods, and poor ROIs. These are high-cost projects where 

the existing building system has reached the end of its useful life, no longer provides adequate occupant 

comfort, and is being replaced on a "burnout" basis. These ECMs are already in the process of being 

implemented, so they have been included in the report to show the annual energy savings they will 

provide once complete.  

  

ECM-7’s cost savings, simple payback period, and ROI can not be calculated, as the Borough’s water 

usage is billed monthly a fixed monthly cost charged by Aqua America. The monthly billing does not 

record the actual monthly usage.  

  

Although ECMs can be implemented individually, a common approach is to bundle several ECMs 

together for implementation.  By “packaging” ECMs together, property owners can combine quick 

payback ECMs (e.g. lighting) with longer payback ECMs (e.g. windows) so that the overall package of 

ECMs results in an acceptable payback period.  
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In addition to simple economic considerations, there may be other factors influencing the 

implementation of ECMs.  Planned capital improvement projects, aesthetic upgrades, addressing 

physical needs and meeting ADA accessibility requirements can be leveraged to implement ECMs 

concurrently.  As an example, a project to install ADA compliant exterior doors can easily include 

weather-stripping measures.    

  

Finally, RVE has provided some basic information regarding current funding opportunities for ECM 

implementation.  Securing grant funding will effectively lower the cost of implementing ECMs and 

improves their payback period.  RVE has been successful in preparing grant applications and receiving 

awards to fund energy conservation projects.  Energy audits such as this one commonly serve as the 

basis for successful grant applications.  We regularly monitor state and federal resources for new grant 

opportunities on behalf of our clients.  If the Borough of Hatboro would like more information about 

grant programs, we would be happy to provide our assistance.    

Audit Background Information  
  

In January 2021, the Borough of Hatboro selected Remington & Vernick Engineers (RVE) to provide 

individual energy audits for two of the Borough’s properties: the Borough Hall and the Borough Public 

Works Department Facility.  This energy audit was performed for the Hatboro Borough Hall located at 

414 S York Road, Hatboro, PA 19040    

  

RVE conducted a site visit to this facility on May 21, 2021.  The areas analyzed included office spaces, 

meeting rooms, bathrooms, common areas, attic and mechanical spaces.  

Stakeholders  
A successful energy audit requires gathering information from a range of sources in order to get a 

complete picture of a facility's energy usage.  In addition to utility bills and information observed during 

a site visit, energy auditors benefit from the knowledge of those using, operating and maintaining the 

facilities.  These stakeholders can provide important information regarding recurring problems, planned 

improvements, maintenance or operational issues and the facility's occupancy schedule.  For this energy 

audit, the following stakeholders were identified:  

  

• Diane Hegele, Borough Manager, (215) 443-9100, dhegele@myhatboro.org;  

• Kyler Dermer, Deputy Superintendent of Public Works, (215) 443-9100, kdermer@myhatboro.org  
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At the conclusion of the energy audit, RVE will meet with the stakeholders again to discuss findings, 

present ECM recommendations and provide an opportunity for stakeholders to ask questions. Even the 

highest yielding ECMs cannot bear fruit unless facility owners are educated and willing to move forward 

with implementation at their facility.  Stakeholder "buy-in" is a key factor in the probability of any 

Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) being implemented.  

Audit Scope and Methodology  
RVE follows the procedures for Level 2 Commercial Building Energy Audits prescribed by the American 

Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE).  In general, the auditing 

process includes the following steps:  

  

1. Audit/Implementation Team.  RVE's energy auditing team includes licensed Professional 

Engineers and Certified Energy Auditors (CEAs).  At the beginning of any energy audit, RVE 

identifies key facility stakeholders who can provide valuable information through the auditing 

process and help to promote implementation of recommended ECMs.  

  

2. Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis (PEA).  RVE collects important facility data and establishes basic 

parameters for each building or facility.  Key indexing metrics, such as EUI and ECI are calculated 

to allow comparison of a facility's energy usage with other similar facilities across the country.  

  

3. Site Visit Procedures / Measurement.  RVE's energy auditing team meets with facility stakeholders 

and performs a walk-through analysis of each facility's energy-using systems.  In general, energy-

using systems may include the following:  

  

• Building Envelope (e.g. roof, walls, windows, doors);  

• Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning (HVAC);  

• Domestic Hot Water;  

• Lighting;  

• Plug Loads;  

• Plumbing Fixtures.  

  

4. Analyses.  RVE generates a description and analysis of the facility's energy-using systems.  This 

section will include estimated energy consumption broken down by end-use and a review of the 

facility's peak energy usage seasons.  

  

5. Energy Conservation Measures.  RVE prepares recommendations for ECMs which can benefit the 

facility.  During the energy audit, RVE identifies aspects of the building's energy-using systems that 

can be improved to reduce energy consumption.  Some of these recommendations may have no 

implementation costs, such as ensuring that programmable thermostats are properly configured.  
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6. Economic Evaluation.  RVE provides an estimate of the implementation costs associated with each 

ECM.  Cost estimates are derived using empirical data from recent projects or from reputable cost 

data repositories such as R.S. Means or Marshall & Swift.  In addition, RVE projects the annual 

energy savings associated with each ECM.  The cost estimate and annual energy savings allows 

RVE to calculate important metrics, such as the simple payback period, lifetime energy savings, 

lifetime cost benefit, expected useful life and return-on-investment.  These metrics enable facility 

owners to make informed decisions regarding the implementation of recommended ECMs.  

  

7. Audit Report.  RVE assembles all energy audit information into a comprehensive report.  Facility 

owners can refer to this report for general information about their facilities, background on why 

certain recommendations were made and how financial metrics and benefits were calculated.  

The report will also include relevant appendices to document the utility records for each facility 

as well as other information gathered during the audit.  

  

8. Follow-Up Meeting.  RVE will meet with facility stakeholders to review the energy audit and 

explain recommended ECMs.  If there are any comments or requests for clarification, the energy 

audit can be revised accordingly and then issued as a final energy audit.  

  

9. Implementation.  Once the final energy audit is complete and recommended ECMs have been 

presented to the facility owner, implementation is the next critical step.   Although certain ECMs  

can be straight forward to implement, RVE does offer a full range of engineering services to 

assist with implementation of ECMs.  RVE has a proven track record of completing a wide range 

of projects including weatherization, insulation, HVAC, solar power and even water pump 

upgrades.  RVE can also assist clients by identifying possible grant funding sources to help fund 

the investment costs for ECM implementation.  

Facility Overview  
The Hatboro Borough Hall is a two (2) story building, which provides offices for Borough administrative 

staff and elected officials, codes department, public meeting room, file storage and leased space. The 

original building was built in 1812, with the two additional wings being constructed in 1895 and 1919.  

The building construction consists of a wood frame structures built on top of a masonry slab below 

grade. The building includes, office spaces, a meeting hall, bathrooms, a kitchen, and a basement which 

is used as a maintenance room/storage area. The Borough Hall has a gross floor area of 16,390 square 

feet.  

Occupancy  
The Borough Hall is used for Borough Administrative purposes during normal working hours (8:30 AM to 

5:00 PM, Monday through Friday) and for public meetings several nights each month. A breakdown of 

the occupancy can be found below:  
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• Working Hours (8:30 AM – 5:00 PM) 11-12 Full Time Workers (8-9 on the Ground Floor, 3 on Second 

Floor)  

• Night Meetings (6:00 PM – 8:00 PM, 7-10 nights a month) Usually no more than 20 people  

Recent Projects  
Recent projects at the Borough Hall include:  

1. The stucco on the exterior of the building was redone in 2006-2007.  

2. The roof of the building was replaced in 2006-2007  

Future Projects and Priorities  
Upcoming projects at this property include:  

1. HVAC System Replacement & Installation of New Fire Protection System – Project was publicly bid 

on April 2, 2021, and is currently pending award.  

2. The windows in the building will require replacement in the near future.  

3. The Borough would like to turn vacant rooms in the building into office spaces.  

4. The Borough would like to upgrade the existing bathrooms in the near future.  

Energy-Using Systems  

Building Envelope  
The Borough Hall consists of wood frame construction built on a masonry basement foundation.  The 

exterior walls of the building are primarily plaster, with some masonry areas.  The roof has asphalt 

shingles that were last replaced in 2006-2007 (~15 years old)  

  

In 1989, the Borough Hall underwent a large-scale renovation that included the replacement of the 

doors and either replacing or re-setting existing windows. The existing exterior doors have weather-

stripping in place and are in good condition. In general, the windows are historic single-hung wood 

frame windows and are in poor condition. They will be replaced in the near future through the 

Borough’s Capital Improvement Budget.  

Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning (HVAC)  
The Hatboro Borough Hall’s current HVAC system was installed in 1990. It is a hydronic dual 

temperature system consisting of an outdoor packaged chiller, hot water boiler, system pumps, dual 

temperature piping, fan coil units, air handling units with associated ductwork, pneumatic and electronic 

controls.  

  

The condition of the system is poor. The system equipment has reached its useful life expectancy and is 

hard to operate. There are many hot and cold spots in the building negatively affecting occupant 
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comfort during the year. The controls are failing, allowing the fan coil units to operate incorrectly, which 

includes the fan coil units acting as radiators, overheating the occupant spaces.  

  

The Borough’s HVAC System Replacement & Installation of New Fire Protection System Project is 

currently pending award and will transform the existing two-pipe system to a four-pipe system, allowing 

the option of simultaneous heating and cooling, rather than one or the other. All of the air-handlers and 

fan coil units will be replaced with new, higher efficiency units with both heating and cooling 

capabilities, and ductwork will be upgraded or installed where necessary.  

  

The new systems will not only provide the Borough Hall with the HVAC it requires to provide occupant 

comfort, but the new systems will be more energy efficient and will save the Borough on it’s energy bills.  

Domestic Hot Water  
The Hatboro Borough Hall uses a gas-fired water heater (Rheem). The Borough’s domestic hot water 

needs are isolated to eight (8) bathroom sinks, two (2) kitchen sinks and one (1) utility sink.  

  

Lighting  
The Hatboro Borough Hall is primarily lit with florescent lights with manual controls.  There were a few 

spaces, including the basement and an upstairs bathroom, equipped with timer controls to 

automatically shut-off lights when not in use.  Exit lights have previously been replaced with LED models 

for efficiency and longer life when compared to older florescent versions.  

  

The exterior site lighting at the Borough Hall was controlled by time-clock type controls (currently set for 

7:30pm to 6:30am operation).  

Plug Loads & Other  
This energy audit noted the following plug loads and other equipment:  

1. Computers (Qty. 10) – Office Use  

2. Printers (Qty. 5) – Office Use  

3. Computers (Qty. 3) – Office use.  

4. Printers (Qty. 2) – Office use.  

5. Mini-Refrigerator, Magic Chef (Qty. 1) – Model No. MCBR415S.  

6. Refrigerator, Whirlpool (Qty. 1) – Office Kitchen use, Model No. WRT518SZFMOO  

7. Space Heaters (Qty. 2) – Small, under-desk units  

8. Stove, Hotpoint (Qty. 2) – Office Kitchen use  

9. Vending Machine (Qty. 1) – 2nd Floor Hallway  
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10. Microwave (Qty. 1) –  Office Kitchen use  

11. 80” Television (Qty. 2) – Town Hall Meeting use  

12. Sound System (Qty. 1) – Town Hall Meeting use  

13. 20” Television (Qty. 1) – Security Camera use  

14. Water Cooler (Qty. 1) – Office use  

15. Server (Qty. 1) – Used for Borough TV Channel  

16. De-Humidifier (Qty. 1) – Basement Humidity Control  

Plumbing Fixtures  
Half of the sinks observed during the Energy Audit were equipped with aerators, with flows rated from 

1.8-2.0 gpm. The other half of the sinks observed had either no aerator connected, or the aerator 

connected was not functional. There is one utility sink in the second floor hallway closet, which does not 

require an aerator.  

  

Toilets throughout the Borough Hall were rated at 1.6 gpf (gallons per flush).  In the men’s room on the 

first floor, there were 3 urinals rated at 1.0 gpf.  

  

There are two drinking fountains in the Borough Hall.  The current unit does not meet Energy Star 

certification requirements.  However, replacement with an Energy Star certified model is only 

recommended on a burnout basis due to the poor ROI of replacement.  

Historical Energy Usage and Cost  
Collecting and analyzing historical energy usage data is part of the Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis stage 

of an energy audit.  A review of a facility's monthly energy usage over a year or more will reveal seasonal 

patterns along with any abnormal spikes or lapses in usage.  By analyzing this information, the energy 

audit can better identify opportunities for potential for energy or cost savings.  Also, benchmarking the 

annual energy usage and costs for the existing facility enables the energy audit to calculate potential 

energy and cost savings for proposed ECMs.    

  

To analyze the historical energy consumption at a facility, the monthly energy use, peak demand and 

costs over a 12-month period need to be collected to provide a complete picture of a facility's 

performance across all seasons.  Although not always available, additional utility data over 2 or 3 years 

can provide even more insight into seasonal patterns of energy usage and trends.  For this energy audit, 

2 years of utility records were provided for analysis.  

  

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, building occupancy has been significantly impacted from March 2020 

through the present day.  To avoid undesirable impacts on the energy audit analysis, RVE looked at 
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utility data from both 2019 and 2020.  The 2019 data is representative of building occupancy under 

normal operating conditions and is used for analysis of the MCMs presented in this report.  It is notable 

that the rise of new technologies and innovations during the pandemic will have a permanent impact 

future facility operation, likely trending towards decreases in energy consumption.  

  

Another important tool for analyzing utility records is the concept of “base energy loads” and “seasonal 

energy loads”.  When looking at the utility usage of a building over a 12-month period, the average of 

the lowest three month’s usage represents the monthly base energy load. The base energy load is 

representative of the energy use attributed to the equipment or operations that are active or constant 

throughout the year.  Typical base loads include lighting, office equipment, appliances, domestic hot 

water and ventilation.  Seasonal energy loads are typically comprised of the variable energy 

consumption in excess of the base load.  Seasonal loads are typically related to cooling and heating 

energy usage, but can also be catalyzed by changes in a facility’s operation levels.  

Electricity  
The Borough of Hatboro currently purchases electricity for the Borough Hall from PECO Energy.  The 

Borough Hall was charged for electricity under the General Service tariff, which is appropriate.   

  

   PECO Energy Account No. 02085-00503  

  
The Hatboro Borough Hall comparison chart (above) illustrates electricity usage over two (2) years, from 

December 2018 to November 2020.  The Hatboro Borough Hall consumed 121,000 kWh (412,852 kBtu) 

in 2019 at a total cost of $9,010.84 for an average aggregated utility rate of $0.07 per kWh. The Borough 

Hall consumed 112,960 kWh (385,419 kBtu) in 2020 at a total cost of $9,418.14 for an average 

aggregated utility rate of $0.08 per kWh.  
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The annual electrical base load for the Borough Hall in 2019 was 99,520 kWh and the annual seasonal 

load was 21,480 kWh.  The annual electrical base load for the Borough Hall in 2020 was 90,560 kWh and 

the annual seasonal load was 22,400 kWh.    

  

Natural Gas  
The Borough of Hatboro currently purchases natural gas for this property from PECO Energy.  

  

   PECO Energy Account No. 02085-00503  

  

  
  

The Hatboro Borough Hall uses natural gas for heating and domestic hot water.  The Monthly Gas Use 

chart (above) illustrates gas used over a 24-month period from December 2018 to November 2020.  The 

Borough Hall consumed 3,172 CCF (325,448 kBtu) of Natural Gas in 2019 at a total cost of $3,286.49 for 

an average aggregated utility rate of $1.04 per CCF. The Borough Hall consumed 2,990 CCF (306,774 

kBtu) of Natural Gas in 2020 at a total cost of $2,897.26 for an average aggregated utility rate of $0.97 

per CCF.   

  

The annual gas base load for the Borough Hall in 2019 was 36 CCF and the annual seasonal load was 

2,447 CCF.   The annual gas base load for the Borough Hall in 2020 was 36 CCF and the annual seasonal 

load was 2,954 CCF.  As the only natural gas consumption other than heating is the hot water supplied in 

the bathroom and kitchen sinks, the annual seasonal load for the Hatboro Borough Hall is a majority of 

the yearly total.   
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Water & Sewer  
The Borough of Hatboro currently purchases water from Aqua America and sewer from the Upper 

Moreland-Hatboro Joint Sewer Authority (UMHJSA) for this property.  

• Aqua America Account No. 000136636 0136636  

• UMHJSA Account No. 8243  

  

The Hatboro Borough Hall Currently has an agreement with Aqua America where the Borough pays a 

fixed monthly fee for water usage, rather than a per gallon rate. The Borough of Hatboro paid Aqua 

America $1,193.32 for its water usage at the Hatboro Borough Hall in 2019, an average monthly rate of 

$99.44. The Borough of Hatboro paid Aqua America $1,222.71 for its water usage at the Hatboro 

Borough Hall in 2020, an average monthly rate of $101.89. The Borough pays UMHJSA a quarterly rate 

for treatment of its sanitary sewage. In 2019 the Borough paid UMHJSA $394.77 for a quarterly average 

payment of $98.69. In 2020 the Borough paid UMHJSA $183.37 for a quarterly average payment of 

$45.84.  

Benchmarking Results  
RVE began the energy audit by conducting a Preliminary Energy-Use Analysis (PEA) to determine the 

facility’s current energy and cost efficiencies relative to other similar facilities.  This is done by 

calculating the Energy Utilization Index (EUI) and Energy Cost Index (ECI), representing annual energy 

use and cost, respectively, per square foot of building.  The results of this analysis are presented in the 

PEA Benchmarking Table, below:  

  

   Table 1: PEA Benchmarking Data Table    

Property  
Area  
(SF)  

 Energy   Water & Sewer  

Annual  
Energy Use  

(kBtu)  

Annual  
Energy Cost  

($)  

  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  

Average  
EUI  

(kBtu/SF)  
ECI 

($/SF)  

Annual  
Water Use  

(gal)  

Annual  
Water &  

Sewer Cost  
($)  

Hatboro 

Borough Hall  16,400  738,316  12,297.33  45.0  52.9  $0.75  (See Below)  $1,292.76  

   

As mentioned above, the Borough’s water usage is billed at a fixed monthly cost charged by Aqua 

America. The monthly billing does not record the actual monthly usage.  

  

For comparison, the average Site EUI for buildings used for commercial offices is 52.9 kBtu/SF (2021 U.S. 

Energy Use Intensity by Property Type, Published by Energy Star Portfolio Manager).  Therefore, this 
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facility has a lower EUI and uses less energy than other similar facilities. The building's relatively low EUI 

is at least partially attributable to the lighter occupancy of some spaces within the building.  

Energy Conservation Measures  
The objectives for this energy audit include identifying Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs), 

determining implementation costs and calculating cost savings. An ECM is a measure that reduces a 

facility's on-site energy consumption while simultaneously maintaining acceptable levels of Indoor 

Environmental Quality (IEQ), service, and meeting operational requirements.   

  

About the ECM Analysis  
The payback period for an ECM is determined by comparing the total installation cost of the ECM with 

the annual cost savings generated by the ECM.    

  

Payback Period (years) = ECM Installation Cost ($) / Annual ECM Cost Savings ($/yr)  

  

The Return on Investment (ROI) is determined by comparing the projected lifetime cost savings of an 

ECM with the cost to implement the ECM.  An ROI of 0% indicates that an ECM’s projected lifetime cost 

savings will equal the implementation cost.  If an ECM’s ROI is greater than 0%, then the analysis 

indicates that implementation costs will be paid back and additional cost savings will be realized.  

  

ROI = (Lifetime ECM Cost Savings ($) - ECM Installation Cost ($)) / ECM Installation Cost ($) * 100%  

  

The analysis of certain ECMs may be presented on a “burnout” basis.  In this scenario, an existing piece 

of equipment would not be replaced until it fails or requires costly maintenance.  When the existing 

piece of equipment has reached the end of its useful life it can usually be replaced with a similar 

efficiency unit or a higher efficiency unit, normally at a higher cost.  The burnout analysis projects the 

savings, payback and ROI for choosing the higher efficiency replacement unit.  For many building 

owners, the concept of burnout analysis is the most practical means of upgrading to high efficiency 

equipment.  

  

Although ECMs can be implemented individually, a common approach is to bundle several ECMs 

together for implementation.  By “packaging” ECMs together, property owners can combine quick 

payback ECMs (e.g. lighting) with longer payback ECMs (e.g. windows) so that the overall package of 

ECMs results in an acceptable payback period.  
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In addition to simple economic considerations, there may be other factors influencing the 

implementation of ECMs.  Planned capital improvement projects, aesthetic upgrades, addressing 

physical needs and meeting ADA accessibility requirements can be leveraged to implement ECMs 

concurrently.  As an example, a project to install ADA compliant exterior doors can easily include 

weather-stripping measures.    

Lighting ECMs  
  

ECM-1: Light Bulb Replacements  

Replace existing light bulbs with more efficient replacement products.  The Lighting Analysis (Appendix 

E) lists the locations where light bulbs are to be replaced. Most of the second floor of the Borough Hall is 

unused throughout the year. The Borough has intentions of converting the storage areas into office 

spaces. If the occupancy of the second floor increased, the simple payback period for ECM-1 would 

become much shorter.   

Table ECM-1: Light Bulb Replacements 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $4,186 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 45023 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $1,107.39 

Simple Payback (years) 3.8 

Expected Useful Life (years) (varies) 

Return On Investment (ROI) 712% 

  

ECM-2: Light Occupancy Sensors  

A majority of the existing lighting in the Borough Hall is operated using manual light switches, and the 

remaining lights is operated with a timer switch (only used in some bathrooms). By replacing the existing 

switches with occupancy sensor light switches, the amount of time the rooms are lit throughout the year 

can be reduced by up to 50%. As mentioned above, if the occupancy of the second floor increased, the 

annual savings (and by extension, the simple payback period) for this ECM would become much shorter.   

  

Table ECM-2: Light Occupancy Sensors 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $3,875 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 31648 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $742.02 

Simple Payback (years) 5.2 

Expected Useful Life (years) 15 
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Return On Investment (ROI) 187% 

Insulation ECMs  
  

ECM-3: Attic Insulation Replacement  

The existing attic insulation is 5” of blown Rock Wool (also known as “rotten cotton”). Rock wool has an 

R-value of 3.0 per inch of thickness, so the cumulative R-value of the attic insulation is 15. An insulation 

with a higher R-value would provide less heating and cooling to escape through the ceiling of the 

Borough Hall, resulting in annual savings. Typical fiberglass insulation has an R-value of 2.4 per inch of 

thickness, so 16" of installed thickness will result in an overall R-38 insulation rating, which is typical for 

new construction in this climate zone.  

  

Table ECM-3: Attic Insulation Replacement 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $12,750 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 16540 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $294.28 

Simple Payback (years) 43.3 

Expected Useful Life (years) 100 

Return On Investment (ROI) 131% 

  
  
  

ECM-4: Window Replacement  

The existing windows in the Borough Hall are in poor condition. They are historic, wood-framed 

windows, with single pane glass, which cannot be opened, and need upgrading. The existing 

wooden sashes and frames are rotted to the point that you can stick your finger through them. 

The Department of Energy estimates that heat gain and loss through windows are responsible 

for 15%-30% of heating and cooling energy use. By replacing the existing windows with double 

pane, single hung windows, the annual savings would be very noticeable.  
  

Table ECM-4: Window Replacement 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $150,000 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 256293 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $4,559.91 

Simple Payback (years) 32.9 

Expected Useful Life (years) 30 

Return On Investment (ROI) -9% 
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ECM-5: Weather Stripping Exterior Doors  

The three exterior doors of the Borough Hall have missing or deteriorated weather-stripping or 

sweeps. RVE recommends installing/replacing new weather-stripping along the top and sides of 

exterior doors and new door sweeps to the bottom of exterior doors to ensure a weather-tight 

seal that will prevent air infiltration. Without proper weather-stripping, a standard door can 

experience approximately 40 cfm air infiltration (varies on wind exposure and opening size). 

This translates to sizeable heating and cooling losses in the winter and summer.  
  

Table ECM-5: Weather Stripping 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $600 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 30573 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $543.95 

Simple Payback (years) 1.1 

Expected Useful Life (years) 10 

Return On Investment (ROI) 807% 

Mechanical ECMs  
  

ECM-6: HVAC Replacement Project  

The current HVAC system in the Hatboro Borough Hall was installed in 1990 and is in poor condition. 

There are already plans to upgrade the entire system through the HVAC System Replacement & 

Installation of New Fire Protection System Project which was publicly bid on April 2, 2021, and is 

currently pending award. This project would replace the existing outdated heating and cooling systems 

with newer, more efficient units, resulting in reduced operating costs for the Borough. An energy model 

summary was completed by DCED and it was estimated that it would cost $3,600 a year to operate the 

proposed HVAC system. This number was subtracted from the annual seasonal loads to calculate the 

annual savings. For this situation, the existing system is at the end of its useful life and should be 

presented on a burnout basis.  

  

Table ECM-6: Full HVAC Replacement 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $1,300,000 

Annual Energy Savings (kBtu) 61351 

Annual Cost Savings ($) $1,091.54 

Simple Payback (years) 1191.0 

Expected Useful Life (years) 20 

Return On Investment (ROI) -98% 
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Water ECMs  
  

ECM-7: Aerator Replacement  

Half of the sinks observed during the Energy Audit were equipped with aerators, with flows rated from 

1.8-2.0 gpm. The other half of the sinks observed had either no aerator connected, or the aerator 

connected was not functional. New aerators can be installed rated at 1.5 gpm. By replacing all of the 

existing aerators and installing aerators on the sinks currently without one, the Borough can see a 

substantial reduction in water usage. The savings associated with this reduction cannot be quantified 

since the Borough’s water usage is billed monthly a fixed monthly cost charged by Aqua America. As a 

result, the Return on Investment (ROI) also cannot be calculated.  

  

Table ECM-7: Sink Aerator Replacement 

Total Cost of Improvements ($) $175 

Annual Water Savings (gal) 2464 

Annual Cost Savings ($) Unknown 

Simple Payback (years) Unknown 

Expected Useful Life (years) 15 

Return On Investment (ROI) Unknown 

  

Implementation  
To experience the energy and cost saving benefits of this energy audit, some or all the recommended 

ECMs must be implemented by the property owner.  While some measures are straightforward and can 

be implemented by the property owner themselves, others may require technical knowledge and 

experience to be successful.  RVE can assist property owners with implementation and with identifying 

project funding sources.  Information regarding our engineering services and current project funding 

opportunities has been provided below.  

RVE Services & Experience  
Remington & Vernick Engineers is a full-service engineering firm capable of providing on-call consulting, 

engineering design, project bidding and construction management services.  A sampling of projects 

related to the implementation of energy audit type recommendations have been provided below.  More 

detailed qualifications can be provided upon request.  
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1. Lansdale Electrical Building Garage Heater Replacement (2021)  

RVE provided design engineering and bidding services to the Borough of Lansdale for the 

replacement of eight (8) existing oil-fired unit heaters within the main garage bays used by the 

Borough's Electric Department.  

  

2. Lansdale Borough Hall Solar Array (2019)  

RVE provided design engineering, bidding, and construction management services to the 

Borough of Lansdale for the installation of a roof mounted solar array on top of the Lansdale 

Borough Hall.  

  

3. Town of Goldsboro Maryland Smart Energy Communities Project (2017)  

RVE provided design engineering and bidding services to the Town of Goldsboro to find and 

implement ways of reducing their electrical energy usage in their Town Hall. In the end, the 

Town of Goldsboro was able to reduce their annual electrical energy costs by more than 15% by 

implementing the plans proposed by RVE.  

  

4. Borough of Hatboro HVAC System Replacement & Installation of New Fire Protection System 

Project (Ongoing)  

RVE is providing design engineering, bidding, and construction management services to the 

Borough of Hatboro to upgrade their existing HVAC system in the Hatboro Borough Hall. The 

project has been bid, and is currently pending award.  

Funding for Energy Conservation Measures  
The U.S. Department of Energy maintains a Database of State Incentives for Renewables and Efficiency 

(DSIRE) type projects.  In Pennsylvania, there are numerous state grant and loan programs which can be 

used to implement the Energy Conservation Measures recommended within this energy audit.  

Furthermore, this energy audit can be used as a sound basis for making applications to funding 

programs.  The HVAC System Replacement & Installation of New Fire Protection System Project has 

already received approval for $250,000 in grant funding from the Redevelopment Assistance Capital 

Program (RACP). This is just one example of the resources that can be tapped to fund large scale energy 

efficiency projects in the Borough.  

  

For more information regarding available funding programs, visit www.dsireusa.org.  
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HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

BASIC SITE INFORMATION 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

Project Name  

Hatboro Energy Audit - Hatboro Borough Hall 

Client Name 

Borough of Hatboro 

Site Address 

414 S York Road 

 City/State Year 

Hatboro, PA 19040  1812 

 Building Type  and/or Functions Gross Area 

Office Building  16,400 

 Lease Type No. Stories 

 
 

2 
 

Key Contacts 

 Name and Position Phone/Email 

 Diane Hegele, Borough Manager (215) 443-9100, dhegele@myhatboro.org 

Kyler Dermer, Deputy Superintendent of Public  
Works 

(215) 443-9100, kdermer@myhatboro.org 

   

  

  

  

 
Electric: None 
Gas: None 
Water: Billed at a fixed monthly rate, rather than a per-gallon rate 

Economic Criteria for Energy Projects 

Previous Audit or Engineering Study Availability 

Notes 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 
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NOTE: Request utility/fuel bills for two- to three-year period. 

                  © 2011 ASHRAE 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source 

in the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 
ELECTRIC 

Utility/Supplier Name 

Account Number 

Meter Number 

Rate 

Schedule  
Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

PECO  

02085-00503 

016964330 

Electric Commercial Service 0kW-100kW / 0-100kW 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 
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HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 
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At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source 

in the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 
ELECTRIC 

Utility/Supplier Name 

Account Number 

Meter Number 

Rate 

Schedule  
Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

 
NATURAL GAS 

PECO  

02085-00503 

016964330 

Electric Commercial Service 0kW-100kW / 0-100kW 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Account Number 

Meter Number 

Rate Schedule 

Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

PECO  

02085-00503 

100001451 

Gas Commercial Service 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

 
NATURAL GAS 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Account Number 

PECO  

02085-00503 

100001451 

Gas Commercial Service 

 

Month Bill Date 
Days in  
Period 

Ave.  
Temp.  

(F) 

Actual  
Demand*  
(______) 

Billed  
Demand*  
(______) 

cubic 

feet (NG) 

Demand  
Cost     
($) 

Gas Use  
  

($) 

Other  
Fees      

($) 

Total Bill  
($) 

 

January 1/11/2020 32 
   

489 
   

$441 
 

February 2/12/2020 32 
   

481 
   

$434 

March 3/12/2020 29 
   

288 
   

$278 

April 4/10/2020 29 
   

392 
   

$381 

May 5/9/2020 29 
   

217 
   

$224 

June  6/10/2020 32 
   

33 
   

$59 

July 7/10/2020 30 
   

4 
   

$34 

August 8/8/2020 29 
   

2 
   

$32 

September 9/11/2020 34 
   

3 
   

$33 

October 10/10/2020 29 
   

3 
   

$33 

November 11/7/2020 28 
   

295 
   

$277 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

Meter Number 

Rate Schedule 

Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

YEAR: 2020  

December 12/10/2020 33 
   

783 
   

$671 

Annual Totals 2,990 $0 $0 $0 $2,897 
 

* Choose appropriate units for gas (typically MMBtu, therms, or MCF). 

0 

$2,897 

$0.97 

Peak Demand (______) 

Total Annual Cost ($) 

Effective Rate ($/CCF) 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

WATER 

Account Number 

Aqua America 

000136636 0136636 

16030568 

1 1/2" Service 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 
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Meter Number 

Rate Schedule  
Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

* Other utilities might be purchased steam, purchased chilled water, LPG, or fuel 
oil.YEAR: 2019  



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

WATER 

Account Number 

Meter Number 

Rate 

Schedule  
Name/Number 

Notes on Rate 

* Other utilities might be purchased steam, purchased chilled water, LPG, or fuel 
oil.YEAR: 2020 

Aqua America 

000136636 0136636 

16030568 

1 1/2" Service 

 



HISTORICAL UTILITY BILLS 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

At least one year of data, or preferably two to three years of data, should be obtained for each meter or energy source in 

the building. Use multiple sheets as necessary. 

Utility/Supplier Name 

  © 2011 ASHRAE 

 



 

 

ENERGY PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
Commercial Building Energy Audit Sample Forms 

Energy Type 
Total Annual  

Use 
Units 

Conversion  
Multiplier 

 kBtu  
Total Annual  

Cost ($) 

Electricity 121,000 kWh 3.412142               4 12,869  $             9,010.84  

Natural Gas  317,200 cubic feet (NG) 1.026               3 25,447 $              3,286.49 

Purchased Steam 
  

0                          -    
 

Purchased Hot Water 
  

0                          -    
 

Purchased Chilled Water 
  

0                          -    
 

Oil #: 
  

0                          -    
 

Propane 
  

0                          -    
 

Coal 
  

0                          -    
 

Thermal—On-Site Generated 
  

0                          -    
 

Other 
  

0                          -    
 

Electricity—On-Site Generated 
  

0                          -    
 

Thermal or Electricity—Exported 
  

0                          -    
 

   
0                          -    

 

Total 
   

            738,316 $         12,297.33 

   

Gross Conditioned Area 

EUI (kBtu/ft^2) 

Target Finder Score* 

16400 
 

                 45.0 

 



 

 

CBECS EUI (for comparable , kBtu/ft^2) 

ECI ($/ft^2) 
52.9 

$               0.75 

   

Notes: 

Total Annual Use & Cost based on Year 2019 data only. 

  

* Additional data may be required for your building type. 
  

 
                 © 2011 ASHRAE 

Appendix B – Domestic Water 

Survey  



 

 

DOMESTIC WATER SURVEY 

Owner:        Borough of Hatboro 

Property: Hatboro Borough Hall 

Floor Description Manufacturer Model Fuel 

Fuel Input Gas  
(Btuh) or  

Electric (kWh) 
Tank Size  

(Gal) 
Estimated  
Age (Year) 

Energy Use  
(kBtu/year) 

1 Hot Water Heater Rheem XG40S06EC34U0 Gas 34000 40 3  
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Appendix C – HVAC Survey  



 

 

HVAC SURVEY 

Owner:      Borough of Hatboro 
Building: Hatboro Borough Hall 

Floor Location in Building Description Space Served Manufacturer Model Fuel 
Estimated  
MFG Date Controls 

B Basement Hot Water Boiler Borough Hall Weil-McLain 688 Boiler Gas 1990 Manual 
1 Outised of Building Air Cooled Chiller Borough Hall Trane CGAD040 Elec 1990 Manual 
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Appendix D – Lighting Survey  



 

 

LIGHTING SURVEY 

Owner:                   Borough of Hatboro 
Property: Hatboro Borough Hall 

Building Location in Building 
No. of 

Fixtures Fixture Type Lamp Type Ballast Type 
No. Lamps 

per Fixture Watts/Lamp 

Borough Hall First Floor 37 2' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 4 34 

Borough Hall First Floor 16 2' x 2' 48" T12 U-Bend Electronic 2 34 

Borough Hall First Floor 2 1 Lamp Incandescent Electronic 1 60 

Borough Hall Second Floor 33 2' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 4 34 

Borough Hall Second Floor 29 2' x 2' 48" T12 U-Bend Electronic 2 34 

Borough Hall Second Floor 1 1' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 2 34 
Borough Hall Second Floor 6 1 Lamp Incandescent Electronic 1 60 
Borough Hall Basement 4 1' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 2 34 
Borough Hall Basement 2 1 Lamp Incandescent Electronic 1 60 
Borough Hall Stairwells 2 2' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 4 34 
Borough Hall Stairwells 1 1' x 4' 48" T12 Electronic 2 34 
Borough Hall Exterior 8 1 Lamp Incandescent Electronic 1 100 
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Appendix E – Lighting Analysis  

  



 

 

LIGHTING REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS   

Owner: Borough of Hatboro 
Property: Hatboro Public Works Facility   

Total Cost of all Lighting Improvements: 
Total Annual Energy Savings (kWh): 

Total Annual Cost 

Savings: Simple Payback 

Period (years): 
Return On Investment: 

Calculation Assumptions: 
Average Energy Costs ($/kWh) 

(kBtu): 45023 

 

 Existing Lamp / Ballast / Fixture   Recommended Replacement Lamp / Ballast / Fixture 

# Location Quantity 
Hours /  
Week Product Wattage Useful Life Lumens Cost ($/EA) Product Wattage Useful Life Lumens Cost ($/EA) 

1 Hatboro Borough Hall 82 51 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         2.83   Lamps: 48" LED           16            50,000                    2,000   $         8.80  

2 Hatboro Borough Hall 80 45 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         2.83   Lamps: 48" LED           16            50,000                    2,000   $         8.80  

3 Hatboro Borough Hall 24 20 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         2.83   Lamps: 48" LED           16            50,000                    2,000   $         8.80  

4 Hatboro Borough Hall 40 6 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         2.83   Lamps: 48" LED           16            50,000                    2,000   $         8.80  

5 Hatboro Borough Hall 80 1 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         2.83   Lamps: 48" LED           16            50,000                    2,000   $         8.80  

6 Hatboro Borough Hall 36 45 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube (U-Bend) 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         6.93   Lamps: 48" LED (U-Bend)           15            50,000                    1,950   $       12.50  

7 Hatboro Borough Hall 6 20 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube (U-Bend) 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         6.93   Lamps: 48" LED (U-Bend)           15            50,000                    1,950   $       12.50  

8 Hatboro Borough Hall 48 1 
Lamps: T12 48" Fluorescent  

Tube (U-Bend) 34                 20,000                 2,400   $         6.93   Lamps: 48" LED (U-Bend)           15            50,000                    1,950   $       12.50  
9 Hatboro Borough Hall 10 20 Lamps: Incandescant 60                   1,000                    800   $         1.00   Lamps: LED             9            25,000                       825   $         2.47  

10 Hatboro Borough Hall: Exterior 8 84 Lamps: Incandescant 100                15,000                5,525   $       16.86  Lamps: LED          18           50,000                   2,160  $       42.97  

 Payback Analysis (per Lamp)   Payback Analysis (All Lamps) 

# Building 

 

Annual Energy Savings (kWh) 
Annual Cost  
Savings ($) 

Simple Payback  
Period (years) 

Net Savings 

over Useful Life 

 
Total Replacement Cost of 

all Units ($) 

Annual  
Energy  
Savings  
(kWh) 

Net Annual  
Cost Savings  

($) 
Net Savings over  

Useful Life ($) 

Return on  
Investment  

(ROI) 
1 Hatboro Borough Hall                                               48 $          3.87 2.3 $             64.18  $                              721.60     3,914  $        317.39 $           5,262.35 729% 

2 
3 

Hatboro Borough Hall 
Hatboro Borough Hall                                               42 

                                             19 
$          3.42 
$          1.52 

2.6 
5.8 

$             64.18 
$             64.18  

$                              704.00 
$                              211.20 

    3,370  
       449  

$        273.22 

$          36.43 
$           5,134.00 

$           1,540.20 
729% 

729% 

4 
5 

Hatboro Borough Hall 
Hatboro Borough Hall                                                 6 

                                               1 
$          0.46 
$          0.08 

19.3 
116.0 

$             64.18 

$             64.18  
$                              352.00 
$                              704.00 

       225          

75  
$          18.21 

$            6.07 
$           2,567.00 

$           5,134.00 
729% 
729% 

$4,186.26 
13195 

$1,107.39 
3.8 

712 % 

0.08 



 

 

6 
7 

Hatboro Borough Hall 
Hatboro Borough Hall                                               44 

                                             20 
$          3.92 
$          1.74 

3.2 
7.2 

$             71.18 
$             71.18  

$                              450.00 
$                                75.00 

    1,601  
       119  

$        140.98 

$          10.44 
$           2,562.30 

$              427.05 
569% 
569% 

8 
9 

Hatboro Borough Hall 
Hatboro Borough Hall                                                 1                                              

53 
$          0.09 

$          5.34 
143.6 

0.5 
$             71.18 

$           125.89  
$                              600.00 

$                                24.70 
         47        

530  
$            4.18 

$          53.40 
$           3,416.40 

$           1,258.85 
569% 

5097% 

10 Hatboro Borough Hall: Exterior                                            358 $        30.88 1.4 $           310.56 $                              343.76     2,865 $        247.08 $           2,484.48 723% 



 

 

  

Appendix F – Pictures   



 

 

  

  

Photo 1 – Existing Windows (Exterior)  



 

 

  

Photo 2 – Existing Windows (Interior)  



 

 

 

Photo 3 – Existing Fluorescent Light Fixtures (2’x4’)  



 

 

 

Photo 4 – Existing Fluorescent Light Fixtures (2’x2’)  

  



 

 

 

Photo 5 – Existing Heating Radiator 



 

 

 

Photo 6 – Existing Gas-Fired Boiler 



 

 

 

Photo 7 – Existing Gas Water Heater 



 

 

  

Photo 8 – Existing Air-Cooled Chiller  



 

 

 

Photo 9 – Existing Exterior Lighting  

  

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 


